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ABSTRACT'
Genetic variation in natural populations of four species of swans
(Cygnus bewickii, Cygnus a/or, Cygnus buccinator and Cygnus cygnus) has
been investigated by examining minisatellite loci using human DNA
fingerprinting probes pSPT19.6 and pSPT18.1S. It has been found that
swan minisatellites are highly variable. However, the degree of variation
depends on the population structure and species. Bewick's Swans at
Slimbridge have the highest degree of minisatellite variation, Whooper
Mel
Swans at Caerlaverock come second, then Mute Swans, and
"Trumpeter Swans in Montana. Comparative study of DNA fmgerprints
among populations and among species suggested that swan minisatellites are
subject to specific as well as population differentiati~ although the
function of minisatellites remains an unsolved mystery.
Hypervariable minisatellites of swans that are detected by DNA
fingerprinting are stably inherited as codominant markers. DNA
fingerprinting has been used to study mating behaviour of Mute and
•Whooper Swans in",wild The results showed that the Whooper swans were
almost strictly monogamous and Mute Swans exhibited an adaptable
reproductive system.
A genomic library from Cygnus olor was constnlCted and dozens of
minisatellites were isolated. Most of the cloned swan minisatellites were
variable, some showed specific variation, and one (pcoMS6.1) detected
RFLl\in PstI digests of Trumpeter Swans.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENETIC VARIATION AND GENETIC MARKERS
It has been universally acknowledged that genetic variation exists in
natural populations of various organisms. Genetic variation is the basis of
natural selection, and becomes the focus of population genetics, population
ecology and evolution. The studies on genetic variation are essentially based
on genetic markers. Indeed, any genetic analysis relies on genetic markers.
For instance, it was through studies of seven morphological characters of
garden pea that Mendel elicited the basic principles of inheritance.
Up to the mid-1960's, most genetic markers had been limited to easily
identifiable morphological and physiological traits, such as colour, shape,
pattern and red cell blood groups (examples see Ford 1940, Wolda 1969,
Mourant 1961). However, not all morphological variants are genetic, m<11\y~"te
environmental. For the next ten years or so, the development of such
techniques as starch gel electrophoresis (Smithies 1955), isoelectric
focusing electrophoresis (Kolin 1955, Leabach and Rutter 19~8), two-
dimensional electrophoresis (O'Farrell 1975), and so on, allowed the
identification of gene products (proteins and enzymes), and.as a result
e.nZ!Jme~ , and IXh.,. prtile_ had been found to exist in multi-forms
(reviews see Harris 1969, Nevo 1978). The problems In. studying such
tlfliu-
biochemical polymorph isms are that relatively few enzymes andpoteins
can be easily identified, and only a small proportion of
theM ... are polymorphic.
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The development of genetic marker systems started to turn in the
latel970's to DNA. In the genomes of higher eukaryotes, only 5-10% of
the DNA sequence codes for protein. The remaining could be exploited if
We-ttl. .
the techniques Aavailable. The availability of resttiction endonucleases and
the advent of DNA cloning have permitted the isolation of specific
genes as well as random DNA segments. These cloned segments can be used
as probes to look at the level of DNA sequence variation at the locus of
a. specific probe. Surprisingly, restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLPs) are ubiquitous _ in the genome (Upholt 1977, Jeffreys and
Flavell I 979, Wyman and White 1980, Schumm et al. 1985, Bowden et al.
1989). To detect RFLPs, high-molecular-weight DNA, extracted from
several individuals, is digested with a restriction enzyme. The resulting
restriction fragments are separated by electrophoresis in an agarose gel
according to their molecular weight, and then immobilized onto membrane.
A specific probe is radiolabelled and hybridized to its homologous DNA.
fragments on the membrane. Following autoradiography, the variants
related to the probe display variation in size among individuals. If the
copy number of a particular sequence is high, restriction patterns can even
be visualized on the electrophoretic gel following ethidium bromide
staining.
The majority of RFLPs result from the loss or creation of a
restriction site due to a point mutation, or alternatively they may result
from insertion or deletion of blocks of DNA within a segment. Therefore,
the detection of RFLPs heavily relies on the use of enzymes. It has been
found that the variants of RFLPs are codominantly inherited as Mendelian
markers in a simple fashion. The heterozygosity for a given diallelic RFLP
would never exceed 50% in a population without selection. Nevertheless,
RFLPs can potentially provide an unlimited number of genetic markers.
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The RFLPs have proven useful as markers in genetic analysis. By
typing a disease pedigree with an RFLP marker, coinheritance of the
marker and the disease phenotype would suggest their linkage. In this way,
some disease loci in humans have been mapped (reviews see Gusella 1986,
Thein and Wainscoat 1986). RFLPs have also been using to construct
general genetic linkage maps (White et al. 1985, Donis-keller et al. 1987,
Helentjaris 1987, Chang et al. 1988), although it was estimated that 1500
RFLP loci might be needed to cover the whole human genome (Lange and
Boehnke 1982). In addition, RfLPs have been applied to parentage analysis
(Smouse and Chakraborty 1986, Quinn et al. 1987), and the survey of
genetic variation in natural populations.
1.2 MINISATELLITES AND DNA FINGERPRINTING
Wyman and White (1980) isolated a random DNA segment cloned in
phage A Charon 4A from a human genomic library, which has at least 8
variants, and a heterozygosity of over 75%. It was believed that the
polymorphism at this locus is the result of DNA rearrangements rather
than base-pair substitutions or modifications. Though its structure was not
clear, this might be the first report of highly variable regions (HVRs)
identified. Thereafter, several other HVRs have been found in the human
genome. As a common feature, various HVRs consist of an array of short
tandem repeats, and show RFLPs derived from variation in the copy
number of repeats. These HVRs include: a region 3' to the human a-globin
gene, consisting of 70-450 tandem repeats of oligonucleotides related to
GNGGGG(N)ACAG (Higgs et al. 1981, Jarman et al. 1986); a region 5' to
the human insulin gene, consisting of 34 tandem repeats of a family related
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to ACAGGGGTGTGGGG (Bell et al. 1982); the intervening sequence
(IVS) 1 of the pseudo-f-globin gene, consisting of 32-58 copies of a 36-bp
GC-rich sequence (Goodbourn et al. 1983); and a region near the 3' end of
intron 1 in the human myoglobin gene, consisting of 4 repeats of a 33-bp
sequence (Weller et al. 1984). These HVRs are later on referred to as
minisatellites (Jeffreys et al. 1985a) or VNlR (variable number of tandem
repeat) markers (Nakamura et al. 1987).
Jeffreys et al. (1985) used the myoglobin 33-bp repeat to screen a
human genomic library and detected over 40 positive A. clones. A random
selection of eight of these positives were picked up and further
characterized. Four of them detected RFLPs in Hinfl digests of human
genomic DNA. The sequence data show that each clone contains a O.2-2Kb
long minisatellite of 3-29 tandem copies of a repeat sequence. The repeat
sequence ranges in length from 16bp to 64bp, but all share a core region
GGGCAGGA(A/G)G. It was suggested that, if there is no non-core
sequence present in the repeat units, the core sequence could cross
hybridize to other minisatellites whose repeat units contain the same core
sequence. This hypothesis was first tested by using M33.15, subcloned from
one of the A. recombinants, which comprises 29 almost identical repeats of
an almost perfect 16-bp core sequence. This probe indeed detected a
number of Hinfl fragments in each individual. The hybridization pattern
was extremely variable among individuals, and the heterozygosity for those
large fragments detected was almost 100%. Afterwards, another
minisatellite clone M33.6, consisting of 18 repeats of a 37-bp sequence
(diverged trimer of the most conserved ll-bp 3'end of the core sequence),
was also found to detect hypervariable hybridization patterns in humans
(Jeffreys et al. 1985b). The probability that two unrelated persons have
identical hybridization patterns (i.e, aU bands in one person are present in a
4
second person) for probe 33.15 is 3XI0-11 and this probability is
approximately 5XI0-19 if both probes 33.15 and 33.6 are used (Jeffreys et
al. 1986). Therefore. the profiles of hybridization obtained with the
minisatellite probes are unique to individuals. and hence are called DNA
'fingerprints' or 'genetic fingerprints'. The probes are called DNA
fingerprinting probes.
Human DNA fingerprints have several properties. Firstly. a DNA
fingerprint is usually composed of more than 20 bands (minisatellite
fragments). It is estimated that a single DNA fmgerprinting probe such as
33.6 can detect some 30 minisatellite loci (Jeffreys et al. 1986). Secondly.
hypervariable fragments present in parental DNA fingerprints
codominandy segregate into offspring following Mendelian inheritance
(Jeffreys et al. 1986). Most of the resolved parental fragments behave as
single heterozygous Mendelian characters and are transmitted on average to
half of the offspring . Only very few heterozygous parental fragments
show allelism or linkage. It was suggested that the minisatellite fragments
detected in a DNA fmgerprint are derived from many or all of the human
autosomes (Jeffreys et al. 1985b). However, Wells et al. (1989) argued that
the distribution of mini satellites in the human genome is skewed toward
chromosome ends, and it is highly clustered in character. Thirdly, DNA
fingerprints are individual-specific due to the hypervariability of resolved
human minisatellites (Jeffreys et al. 1985b). The degree of variation of
minisatellite fragments among individuals is higher in the higher molecular
region (~Kb) of the DNA fmgerprints. Lastly, DNA fingerprints show
substantial somatic stability between normal tissues or cultured cell lines
(Jeffreys et al. 1985b). The fingerprinting patterns also have substantial
germ-line stability and the mutation rate to new length alleles was estimated
at 1/300 (Jeffreys 1987).
s
The function and formation mechanism of minisatellites in the genome
remains largely unknown. It was suggested that the structure of
minisatellite could stimulate unequal crossing-over (Smith 1976) and that
the core sequence might act as an eukaryotic recombination signal because
it is similar in length and in G content to the X sequence, a signal for
homologous recombination in bacterilillE.coli (Jeffreys et al. 1985a). This
hypothesis is supported by some evidence (Steinmetz et al. 1986, Royle et
al. 1988, Chandley and Mitchell 1988, Wahls et al. 1990), but not by others
(Wolff et al. 19.88,Cox et al. 1988, Jeffreys et al. 1990). For the formation
of minisatellites, Jarman and Wells (1989) proposed an alternative model.
They suggested that areas of the genome with a high G+C content have a
greater inherent tendency to produce chance duplications. When some
duplications have become large enough, unequal crossing-over would
be stimulated and result in the formation of minisatellites of various length.
According to this model, one can expect that GC-rich minisatellites are
most likely to be found in GC-rich regions, and be particularly abundant in
regions of high recombination. The slippage-prone, noncoding DNA where
minisatellites form can also accommodate tandem repeats of a. dlf~:re~
composition from other areas of the genome, so that minisatellite
composition will be determined by local sequence structure. However, this
model has been challenged by the finding of several AT-rich minisatellites
that are also variable, although these minisatellites show a narrow variation
in size between alleles (Stoker et al. 1985, Knott et al. 1986, Simmler et al.
1987).
1.3 DIVERSIFICATION OF DNA FINGERPRINTING PROBES
_,,,,
Following the pioneer"work of Jeffreys and his colleagues, a number
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of minisatellites have been isolated from the genome and proved suitable
for DNA fingerprinting (see Table 1.1). Most strikingly, Vassart et al.
(1987) found that wild-type bacteriophage MI3 is able to detect
hypervariable minisatellites in the human genome and generate individual-
specific DNA fingerprints. Most of the DNA fingerprinting probes so far
developed are related in sequence to one another, especially in GC-richness.
However, they detect substantially different subsets of minisatellites in the
genome. As an exception, a AT-rich minisatellite (1131), derived from a
human pseudoautosomal locus DXYS 1S, also detects a number of related
minisatellites variable in copy number of tandem repeats, representing a
new category of minisatellites (Simmler et al. 1987).
In addition, several synthetic oligonucleotides have been used.
These can be used as DNA fingerprinting probes to produce DNA
fingerprints (Ali and Wallace 1988, Menzel et al. 1990, Kashi et al. 1990).
They are related to the core sequence of some minisatellite fmgerprinting
probes.
Among the DNA fingerprinting probes available, the human
minisatellites 33.6 and 33.1 S have been most widely used, including
applications in various animals and plants. Second to them is M13, then
probe a-globin 3'HVR. The other probes listed in table 1.1 are seldom used
by other researchers.
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Table 1.1 Multi-locus DNA ftngerprintinl probes containinl
lenomic sequence
Probes Nature Referees
33.6 core-containing.GC-rich human minisatellite Jeffreys et al. 1985a
33.15 core-containing.GC-rich human minisatellite Jeffreys et al. 1985a
1131 AT-rich minisatellite.derived from a human pseudo- SUlunJeretal.1987
autosomal locus DXYS15
(Unnamed) two mini satellites in intron B and exon 8 of human Mwray et al. 1988
factor VU gene
3'HVR a GC-rich minisatellite 3' to the human a globin Fowler et al. 1988
locus on chromosome 16
(Unnamed) 28-bp tandemly reiterated sequence (GC-rich) Washio et al. 1989
downstream of human c-Ha-ras-l oncogene
(Unnamed) a 200q, long stretch of AG-rich repetitive sequence Geran1 et al. 1990
S'to the human thyroglobulin gene
pV47-2 a human minisatellite isolated by hybridizing to Longmire et al. 1990
M13
MI3 effective sequence is two clusters of IS6bp repeats Vassart et al. 1987
(GC-rich) within the protein III gene of the phage
pSP64.2.SE • mouse minisatellite relatedto Drosophila Georges et al. 1987
"per" gene and MI3 protein m gene
Mo-I clone a mouse minisatcUite related to Jeffreys' core ~ietal. 1988
pG872S a bovine minisatellite conlaining poly-TO stretches Kashi etal. 1990
L17 a Willow Wubler minisatellite. isolated by Oy11enstenet aI.l989
hybridizing to probes 33.6 and 33.15
+Fdl03 a bacteriophage in E. coN relaled to M13 Rogaev and Shlensky
1990
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1.4 APPLICATION OF DNA FINGERPRINTING
1.4.1 Applications in Humans
DNA fingerprinting came into practical use in humans immediately it
was developed. It has been used in forensic tests for positively identifying
criminals with a degree of certainty never reached before (Gill et al. 1985,
Dodd 1985, Connor 1988). It has also helped to resolve immigration cases,
where family relationships were disputed in court (Jeffreys et al. 1985c,
Johnston 1987). The practical applications of DNA fmgerprinting outside
forensic science have also been demonstrated, for example in determining
paternity for general inquiry (Helminen et al. 1988), in verifying the
pedigree structure of a family under investigation (Wells et al. 1988), in
determining zygosity in cases of multiple pregnancy (Hill and Jeffreys
1985) and in monitoring the progress of engraftment following allogeneic
bone marrow transplantation (Knowlton et al. 1986. Min et al. 1988).
As a tool for linkage analysis, DNA fingerprinting can be used to
-for
search"disease loci that are not linked to any of known biochemical markers
(Davies 1985). Indeed Jeffreys et al. (1986)
obse..veJ a hypervariable DNA fragment cosegregating with hereditary
persistence of fetal hemoglobin by fingerprinting a large pedigree. More
interestingly, it has been found that there is a high rate of somatic
mutations at minisatellite loci in human tumours, displaying loss/gain of a
given mini satellite or altered tminisatellites in size (Thein It al. 1987,
Imtour et al. 1989). The minisatcllite fragments that have shown Hnbge to
disease loci could be isolated as locus-specific probes for extending the
linkage data and mapping the disease loci (Wong et al. 1986).
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Wells et al. (1989) demonstrated that it is possible to directly map
~"f.DNA fingerprinting bands using"DNA fingerprinting technique in
combination with the use of pre-existing markers. However, effectively
mapping disease loci or mapping the whole genome requires a large
number of informative markers that are locus-specific. Many hypervariable
locus-specific mini satellites in the human genome have been isolated by
screening a genomic library with pre-existing DNA fingerprinting probes.
HVRs or oligonucleotides related in sequence to the core sequence of some
fingerprinting probes (Nakamura et al. 1987, 1988, Wong et al. 1987,
Washio et al. 1989). The newly isolated minisatellites can in tum be used
as probes to isolate other minisatellites (Washio et al. 1989).
1.4.2 Applications in Other Organisms
The core sequence present in minisatellites or similar sequences show
-to
sufficient interspecific conservation, ~low the detection of rninisatellites
~"in the genomes of various organisms."Particular, the most popular DNA
fingerprinting probes 33.6, 33.15 and M13, have proven capable of
detecting hypervariable minisatellite fragments and generating individuei-
specific, strain-specific or cultivar (race)-specific hybridization patterns
in birds (Burke and Bruford 1987, Parkin 1987, Parkin et al. 1988),
mammals (Jeffreys and Morton 1987,Weiss ef al.1988, Dixson et al. 1988.
"Amos and Dover 1990), livestock (Rysiov et al. 1988, Georges et al.
1988), fish (Georges et al. 1988), plants (Dallas 1988, Ryskov et al.
1988, Rogstad et al.1988, Nybom el al. 1989, 1990), and insects.
yeast, fungi and bacteria (Ryskov et al. 1988). In fact, DNA fingerprinting
has already had a conspicuous impact on the population biology of animals.
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To test hypotheses concerning the ecological and evolutionary biology
of animals, it is essential to know the genetic relatedness among individuals
in the field.1herefore, parentage determination is crucial. Conventional
genetic markers such as blood groups and polymorphic proteins can only
exclude an individual from parentage with a low degree of proh4bll,'~. By
contrast, DNA fingerprinting allows
due to -the
parentage inclusion
-uniqueness of DNA fingerprints
aris,"S from multi-allelism at many minisatellite loci. DNA fingerprinting
has been enthusiastically used for studyintritating behaviour of various
species of animals, and several reports have shown its power (Wetton et al.
1987, Burke et al. 1989, Wetton and Parkin 1989, Gyllensten et al. 1990,
Wellbourn et al. 1990). For example, Burke et al. (1989) found,using DNA
fingerprinting,that in the dunnock Prunella modularis (having a flexible
mating system) a male was much more likely to feed the brood if he had
sired some of the nestlings. Another example is a study on the long-finned
pilot whale, Globicephala melaena (Amos and Dover 1990). The long-
finned pilots swim in large groups or pods, usually containing 50-200
individuals, in which one adults leads and the rest often follow. All the
attempts in the past to identify individual whales and to assess the
relatedness among animals within a pod failed because of the extreme
difficulty oj access. _ The researchers turned to DNA fmgerprinting and
soon obtained astonishing results, suggesting that males move frequently
between pods, and some dominate mating within a pod, which is
-the
inconsistent with previous assumption that males stay and females wander.
"
DNA fingerprinting has been adopted to investigate genetic variability
in the genome at population level, promising to transform evolutionary and
:II'
population biology,,,_particular;. t differencesor similarities among DNA
fingerprints can be used to construct the evolutionary relationships among
1 1
closely related populations (Kuhnlein et al. 1989, Gilbert et al. 1990, Reeve
et al. 1990).
Conservation biology of animals is another main area in which DNA
fingerprinting may be adopted (Parkin 1987). Information on the degree of
genetic variation within a population, and its relevant ecology are vital for
making a strategic programme to save endangered wild species. DNA
fingerprinting could tell what degree of genetic variation there is among
individuals and among populations. If there is a very limited amount of
intra population variation, this population must have been raised from the
same few ancestors. Then the conservation programme should primarily
prevent any further inbreeding within this population, possibly by
introducing breeding animals from relatively distant populations. Such a
study of several endangered species of birds of prey has been initiated some
three years ago by a group at the University of Nottingham, England.
Based on the same principle, the value of DNA fingerprinting in breeding
of farm animals and plants has also been illustrated (Hillel et al. 1990). In
another aspect of conservation, i.e. protection of rare birds or other
animals, DNA fingerprinting could expose the crime of some collectors
who had stolen animals under protection of the law but claimed legal
ownerships (Parkin et al. 1988).
As .fn humans, linkage analysis in animals could be done by using
DNA fmgerprint profiles. The only example reported is a linkage study in
cattle (Georges et al. 1990). This study revealed several cases of genetic
linkage between DNA fingerprint bands and classical markers (proteins and
sexes) and identified a solid candidate marker for the bovine 'muscular
hypertrophy' gene. We can expect that the mapping of animal genes will be
easier than that of human genes because large pedigrees can be obtained.
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DNA fingerprinting is applicable in yeast, plantsand even in bacteria
for giving genetic identities of strains, cultivars or races, especially in
bacteria for identifying pathogens or for determining the purity of
bacterial cultures.
1.S ABOUT THIS STUDY
Swans are large. birds. Due to their large size and
conspicuous plumage, it is easy to watch them without binoculars or
telescope. However, swans did not attract the attention of ornithologists
to be
until in the early 1960's they were realized ,good subjects for looking at
r-;
certain aspects of life-history and population biology. Since then, the
system of counting and ringing swans has been established, notably in
Britain for the Mute Swan, Whooper Swan and Bewick's Swan. Even for
the Mute Swan, successful censuses have been regularly t~ throughout
Britain several times (Rawcliffe 1958, Campbell 1960, Ogilvie 1981,1986).
However, most of studies on swans so far only concerned migration, age
structures and mortality rates within various populations (Scott and
Wildfowl Trust 1972, Birkhead and Perrins 1986). Modern genetic
technology has not been used for systematically studying the evolution and
population biology of swans. The availability of a large number of blood
samples, together with field observation data, from various species of
swans allows us to carry out this study on various aspects of population and
molecular genetics of swans by using the DNA fingerprinting technique.
DNA fingerprinting is a delicate technique. To generate informative
DNA fingerprints;::xperirnental design should be modified according to
-the species under study. Chapter 2 will present details of technique for
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DNA-fingerprinting swans. Then swan DNA fingerprints will be
characterized, including their variability, inheritance and stability. In
Chapter 4, DNA fingerprinting will be used to study population
~e
differentiation in"wild and specific differentiation in four species of swans.
The next chapter will present results on parentage analysis and discuss the
reproductive biology of swans.
To study individual swan minisatellites, a genomic library from a Mute
Swan will be constructed and the minisatellites will be isolated. If possible,
the isolated minisatellites will be tested to see whether they act as locus-
specific probes, and then be used for~population survey. At the same time,
some minisatellites may be sequenced to look at their internal structures.
The results in these aspects will be presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
BLOOD SAMPLING AND GENERAL METHODS OF
DNA FINGERPRINTING
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The basic material for DNA fmgerprinting is genomic DNA. Though
various tissues are sources of DNA, blood remains the best for
fingerprinting non-mammalian vertebrates, especially small-bode'elbird s.
Red blood cells of birds each contain a nucleus. It was reported that the
DNA content ranged from 2.81 to 4.97 pg per nucleus in 48 avian species
(Venturini et al .1986), and that the number of red cells averages about 3 x
106 per mm3 blood in birds (Sturkie 1976). Therefore, IJ11of avian blood
could have approximately IIJ.lg of nuclear DNA, which allows a large
amount of genomic DNA to be prepared.· · In addition,
it is easy to take blood from a live bird without harm to its health.
is
DNA fingerprinting/itself a very elaborate technique, which has
many distinct components. The process includes the isolation of genomic
DNA, digestion of DNA with a restriction enzyme, separation of restriction
fragments in agarose gels, immobilization of fragments onto membranes,
preparation of radioactive probes, hybridization of the probe to specific
fragments on the membrane and autoradiography (see Fig.2.1). A minor
mistake or incorrect treatment results in bad DNA fingerprints that are
neither reliable nor interpretable.
IS
110
-
9 8
Fig. 2.1 Illustration or DNA fingerprinting. 1. Whole blood; 2. intact genomic
DNA extracted from blood; 3. DNA is cut with restriction enzyme; 4. electrophoretic
separation of restriction fragments in an agarose gel; S. the fragments arc transferred to a
supportive membrane (nitrocellulose or nylon); 6. the fingerprinting probes arc
radiolabelled; 7. the probes hybridize to the fragments immobilized on the membrane; 8.
nonspecifically bound probes have been washed off; 9. the hybridization pattern is
visualized by exposing to an X-ray film (autoradiography); 10. DNA fingerprints are
obtained after developing the film.
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2.2 COLLECTION OF BLOOD SAMPLES AND PEDIGREE DATA
After being captured, each bird was immobilized by wearing a 'jacket'.
Blood was collected by bleeding the leg vein using a disposable 2-ml syringe
fitted with a 25G hypodermic needle (Fig.2.2). The following is the detailed
procedure:
I. Use a sheet of paper tissue wetted with absolute ethanol to rinse an area
of skin on the right leg.
2. Flush a syringe and needle with lOOi.Ll heparin sodium (SOOOlU./ml) to
prevent the sample from clotting the syringe. Penetrate the vein and suck
gently until approximately O.Sml of blood is obtained.
3. Remove the needle and syringe, and press a paper tissue on the skin
surface for 30 seconds to stop bleeding.
4. Expel the blood sample into a l.S-ml Eppendorf tube. Write the Darvic
Ring Code of the bird on a piece of masking tape and adhere to the tube.
Release the bird.
S. Once the whole session is over, immediately transfer all the samples to a
freezer (-200c).
6. For long-distance transport, the samples should be kept in an insulated
cold box (40C)
Only blood samples of Whooper Swans at Caerlaverock, Scotland,were
taken by ourselves. The other samples were taken and sent to us by various
collaborators. Pedigree data were obtained through direct field observation
by the collaborators (see Acknowledgement.
17
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2.3 EXTRACTION OF GENOMIC DNA FROM BLOOD SAMPLES
The most common method of DNA isolation is based on phenol
extraction (Wallace 1987a). Phenol causes deproteination of solutions
.
containing nucleic acids, so that the nucleic acids can be separated from the
proteins by centrifugation. Proteinase can break polypeptides down into
smaller units which are more efficiently removed by phenol extraction.
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SOS) is an ionic detergent, promoting the process
of cell lysis by removing lipid molecules and causing disruption of the cell
membranes. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) removes magnesium
ions that are essential for the aggregation of nucleic acids to each other and
to proteins as well. An extra benefit of EDTA and SOS is their inhibition of
nucleases that degrade nucleic acids. Chlorofonn can denature proteins, and
thereby improves the efficiency of nucleic acid extractions by combination
with phenol. Also chloroform is able to remove the trace of phenol which
is contained in the aqueous phase. The presence of isoamyl alcohol added to
chloroform prevents foaming of the white coagulated mass which fonns at
the interface of the aqueous and organic layers. The recovery of nucleic
acids from the aqueous solution is achieved by ethanol precipitation in the
presence ofO.3M Na+ (Wallace 1987b).
Protocol or DNA Extraction:
I.Dissolve25J11of thawed bloodinto~l of 1XSETbuffer(all reagents
are listedinAppendix ) in a I.S-mlEppendorftube.
2.Add 15J11of Proteinase K (lOmg/ml ) and 8~1of 25% SOS to the
solution. Incubate the mixture overnight in a S50C waterbath after mixinl
vigorously.
19
NB: the following handling during DNA extraction should be carried out in
a chemical fume hood with a protection screen.
an
3.AddfQual volume of phenol and mix gendy hy inverting the tube several
times followed by vortexing on a rotary platform for 30 minutes.
4. Centrifuge the mixture at full speed in a microcentrifuge for 10minutes.
The aqueous solution ( containing DNA) fo- in the upper layer, separated·
from proteins and cellular debris contained in the lower organic phenol phase.
Much of the proteins and debris actually aggregate at the interface to form the
flocculent mass.
S. Carefully pipette the upper aqueous solution into a fresh tube without
disruption of the interface. The sharp ends of pipette tips are cut off to avoid
shearing high-molecular-weight DNA. Keep the volume to SOO~ by adding
TE buffer.
6. Repeat phenol extraction until the brown colour of the aqueous layer is
completely removed. Usually three phenol extractions are sufficient.
7. Extract the aqueous solution once or twice with a mixture of phenol,
alGM"(
chloroform and isoamy~(24:23:I, VN/V), depending on the sharpness of the
interface. ~,
8. Extract the aqueous solution once with the mixture of chloroform and
alcdrd
isoamy~(23:I, V/V).
9. To the aqueous solution add t\W) volumes of cold (-2OOC) absolute
Q.
ethanol. Mix well by rigorously swirling and the DNA aggregates as~white
fluffy mass.
20
10. Place the mixture in a -200c freezer for 30 minutes and then centrifuge
"The.
it at full speed for 10minutes~DNA pellet is visible at the bottom of the tube.
11. Remove the ethanol supernatant without disturbing the. DNA pellet.
Wash the pellet with plenty of 75% ethanol and vortex to remove any sot&.t~
t1apped in the precipitate.
12. Briefly centrifuge the tube for 2 minutes to resediment the pellet. Vcry
carefully remove ethanol using a pipette because the pellet in 75% ethanol
becomes free and easily flows away.
13. Seal the tube with Parafllm and penetrate with a needle. Then dry the
0.
pellet inlacuUDl for 10minutes.
14. Carefully peel off the parafilm and make sure that the pellet is still
there. Resuspend the pellet in an appropriate amount (usually 15OJ.a.l) of TE
buffer, .' depending on the size of the pellet Leave the tube overnight
-th'j~
in a 550C waterbath "7 to _~.dissol\12./ .,>preventingthe activity of nucleases
that fYlo.~ be· pl'eSeAt.
"-
Typically about l00J.lg of DNA can be obtained from 25J.11of~lood
0.
sample of~swan and up to 72 extractions can be~ne within a single day by
using the above method. The concentration ofADNA solution is measured
using TKO 100 Mini-Fluorometer. DNA samples are , _-~;-'--:'labelled and
stored at 4OC.
..
A common problem that happens ~ DNA extraction is~gradation of
DNA (Fig.2.3), which (Out,. be caused by several factors. Namely, <8>
repetitive freeze and thaw of blood samples can degrade DNA, with the
result that the yield of intact DNA decreases considerably. To prevent this it
is better to extract a targe quantity of DNA once the blood sample thaws.
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(b) Phenolic oxidation, indicated by yellow or pink colouration, produces
quinones, diacids and others which cause cleavage of phosphodiester bonds
and cross-linking of DNA strands. 0.1% 8-hydroxyquinoline (WN) (an
. -the
antioxidant) added to,.( stock phenol solution can prevent phenol from
oxidation for several days. (c) Ifigh pH is a very important condition for
extracting DNA. At pHS-6 DNA is selectively retained in the organic phase
and interface, and depurination of DNA molecules takes place under
acidic conditiors, Therefore, a pH of 8 or higher is essential for DNA
extraction.
2.4 RESTRICTION OF DNA
Endonucleases cleave a DNA molecule at a specific recognition
sequence. The activity of such an enzyme is affected by three main factors
-tht.
apart from its own purity. These are the quality of target DNA,~composition
-tIt~ -+he.
of~reaction buffer and,<..temperature. Phenol-extracted DNA is sufficiently
clean for the activities of most enzymes, though some (e.g. MspI) require
highly purified substrates. Adequate functioning of an enzyme may require
a certain ionic strength (provided by NaCl) and W+ concentration.
Nowadays, enzymes of high quality and appropriate buffers can be obtained
from a commercial chemical supplier. Most enzymes perform best at 37OC.
Although one unit of enzyme can theoretically digest one micr~ of
DNA within an hour, in practice an excess amount of enzyme is added to the
reaction mixture to ensure that the restriction is complete. The
concentration of commercially supplied enzymes usually ranges from S to
10 units per microlitre. So one microlitre of enzyme is used to cut 3-10J.tg
of DNA and the incubation lasts overnight. For the best separation and
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resolution of restriction fragments 3-51J.gDNA is digested per gel track for
DNA fingerprinting. It is quite helpful to re-measure the concentration of
DNA digests to achieve consistent loading of DNA over all slots in a gel.
The presence of 4mM spermidine trichloride help' the restriction to
completion.
Efficiency of restriction is improved by reducing the volume of
reaction. This should be taken into account when resuspending the DNA
pellet in TE buffer at the last stage of DNA extraction. A typical reaction
for DNA fmgerprinting is carried out in a volume of 2~ or 30J.Ll.
Protocol for DNA Restriction:
1. Pipette the following components lnto an Eppendorf tube:
3-5Jlg DNA solution (about 15JlI)
1J.1.l enzyme (over 10 units)
2J.ll lOX reaction buffer
2J.1.l 40mM spennidine trichloride
sterile distilled water (SDW) to 2OJ.1l
Briefly spin down. Mix by flicking the tube and spin down again.
out
When carry~n, Ymanydigestions. a digestion stock. consisting of all the
-IN
components exceptpNA solution, can bemade in advance in a tube and then
•. ': an aliq~in~ ~h tube containingADNAsolution.
p,petWl
2. Incubate the mixture at the recommended temperature overnight.
3. Assay an aliquot (2J.1.l)of the digest on a minigel (see 2.S) ta monitor
the progress of the reaction.
The absence of high-molecular-weight frapnents indicates the completion
0..
of the reaction. The partially digested samples should be incubated for[rier
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4-6 hours after adding an extra microlitre of the enzyme. The minigel assay
can also be used to estimate the concentration of the digests.
4. Measure the concentration using a fluorometer and calculate the amount
-the.
that will be loaded into}.,maxigel.
S. Stop the reaction by adding 1/10 volume of lOX BPB and mix well.
If a double digestion is performed, only enzymes that require identical
buffer and temperature can be simultaneously added to the reaction.
Otherwise it should be done one by one. Two methods are employed in such
a case. Restriction with an enzyme requiring lower ionic strength is carried
-the.
out rust, then the salt concentration of,treaction is adjusted to be suitable for
the second enzyme by adding NaCi. Alternatively, DNA is precipitated with
ethanol from the first digest and resuspended in TB buffer or water,
followed by application of another enzyme and appropriate buffer.
2.5 ELECTROPHORETIC SEPARATION OF RESTRICTION
AN
FRAGMENTS INAAGAROSE GEL
DNA molecules carry negative electric charges. Therefore, DNA
restriction fragments move towards the positive electrode in an agarose
gel matrix where a current is applied. Gels of different concentrations are
used to separate DNA molecules of different sizes (Maniatis et al. 1982).
Resolving DNA fragments of high-molecular-weight requires a gel of lower
concentration. The migration rate of the fragments in the gel is related to
their length. The smaller the fragments, the quicker they can migrate
through the gel. When stained with the intercalating dye ethidium bromide
(EtBr). as little as 0.051lg of DNA in the gel can be visualized under
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ultraviolet illumination (Sharp et al 1973). There are two types of running
gel (maxi gel and minigel, based on their capacity) used for DNA
fingerprinting,
2.5.1 Maxiael
Horizontal gel electrophoresis apparatus is used for DNA
fingerprinting. The gel tank, with electrodes at both ends, can hold 3 litres
of electrophoresis buffer.AMaXigelis made in a 24 X 20cm plastic plate, the
open ends of which are sealed with masking tape. Loading slots are made by
inserting a gel comb into molten agarose 2cm away from one end of the
plate. 375ml of molten agarose can form a O.75cm-thick gel through which
DNA fragments can be efficiently transferred to a membrane.
Before loading, digested DNA samples are mixed with loading buffer
consisting of Ficoll, EDTA, Xylene cyanol and bromophenol blue. EDTA
inhibits the activities of endonucleases, Xylene cyanol increases the density
~e .
ofADNAsolution, the use of Ficoll avoids steaming up the samples caused by
Xylene cyanol and the dye can indicate the position of DNA in the gel
(Southern 1979). Heating the DNA digests just before I.:~:ng at 650C for
ten minutes prevents DNA fragments from self-ligation attticky ends.
The running buffer used for DNA fingerprinting gel is TAB (40mM
Tris-acetate, O.2mM EDTA). When a large volume of buffer is used, it is
not necessary to circulate or change the buffer during electrophoresis to
cure so-called "buffer exhaustion". EtBr may be added to the buffer and
included in the gel so as to locate positions of size markers on a
transilluminator. However, the binding of the positively charged dye to
DNA fragments will cause the decrease of the mobility and the effects are
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differential on DNA fragments of different size classes, which reduces the
resolution. In addition, EtBr is a powerful mutagen and thereby dangerous.
Only when the visualization of a gel is imperative is EtBr applied.
The width of slots has something to do with resolution. Wider slots do
give sharper bands rather than blobs, on which ease of scoring fingerprints
relies. 5-mm slots are economical but IO-mm slots give much better
resolution.
The voltage gradient has a considerable effect on separation and
(). .,.
resolution (Southern 1979)Athigher voltage gradient results inlas\migration
of DNA fragments, but the ratio:d.~s ~ the fragments of different
size classes such that smaller fragments gain more speed than larger
~ ,
fragments. Though ).low voltage gradient combined with extension of
the running period causes diffusion of small fragments, the resolution of large
fragments is greatly improved, which is very important for DNA
fingerprinting. For different species, specific conditions may be required.
DNA fingerprints of swans contain many large mini satellite fragments
(~IOKb). Therefore, we usually run fingerprinting gels without EtBr for
three days at a low voltage gradient (30-35 volts), which can be standardized
as 2200-2500 volts.hours (i.e. V.H.).
Preparation of Max1lel and Electrophoresis:
1. Measure 60ml of SOXTAB and dilute to three litres with distilled water
as running buffer. 150....1 of 10m&fml EtBr may be added r: .: (final
concentration is 0.SJ.Lg:/ml).
2. Weigh the correct amount of LE aprose and transfer to a SOO-ml bottle.
3. Add 375ml of the runnina buffer to the boule. Pour the rcmainioa buffer
into the gel tank.
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4.Melt agarose in a microwave oven. Then place the bottle in a SsoC
waterbath to cool down.
S.Sea1both ends of a gel plate with masking tape and insert a comb
in position.
6.Place the plate on an even bench. Shake the bottle containing the gel and
pour it into the plate. Make sure no air bubble forms. The presence of air
0-
bubbleS=.bad effect on the migration of DNA fragments during
electrophoresis and on the transfer of DNA fragments during gel blotting.
7. When the gel has cooled to room temperature. remove the tape and place
the plate into the gel tank. Remove the comb gently.
8. Heat DNA samples mixed with loading buffer at 6SOCfor 10 minutes
and then quench on ice.
..
9. Carefully pipette the samples into loading wells. Load,l_appropriate A
restriction digest into a well as size markers.
10. Put the lid on. Do not apply a current until DNA solutions have settled
down to the bottom of wells and are evenly distributed.
11. Carry out electrophoresis at an appropriate v.h .. The gel is then viewed
and photographed on a UV transilluminator using a Polaroid camera, ifEtBr
is used.
2.5.2 Mlnlgel
Minigels are used for rapidly anaIysina small quantities of DNA, for
example, checking DNA extractions, monitoring the restriction progress and
Cl
estimating DNA concentration. For most Purpo~O.7'" agarose gel is used.
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When assaying DNA molecules of high-molecular-weight (over 25Kb), gels
containing less than 0.5% agarose are used. The minigel apparatus is
effectively a maxigel apparatus on a much reduced scale. Running buffer is
Tris-borate (TBE) instead of TAB, and 30ml of gel solution is directly
poured into the minigel tank. Minigels usually run at 60-80 volts for one
hour.
2.6 IMMOBILIZATION OF RESTRICTION FRAGMENTS'
Preserving the relative positions of restriction fragments in the gel is
the precondition for subsequent detection of particular fragments. This is
conveniently achieved by the capillary transfer technique (Southern 1975),
called "Southern blotting". DNA fragments that have been separated by
electrophoresis in agarose gel can be capillary-transferred to membranes
that efficiently bind nucleic acids, and permanently immobilized onto the
membrane surface.
Nitrocellulose membrane, traditionally used for Southern blotting,
binds single-stranded DNA molecules under high ionic strength conditions.
Therefore, the capillary transfer of DNA molecules requires pretreabnents
of the gels. Two strands of double helix DNA can be separated by disrupting
covalent bonds under alkaline conditions, and maintained separate by high
salt concentration. Southern blotting makes use of this property by
denaturing DNA in alkali solution followed by neutralizing the gel in a
solution of high salt concentration. However, neutralization and transfer at
high ionic strength allow partial renaturation of DNA molecules and
consequently reduce the amount of DNA available for binding to
..
nitrocellulose filter. In addition,~nitrocellulose has low mechanical strength,
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requiring great precautions when handling it and making reprobing almost
impossible.
h~s
Nylon membrane has been extensively exploited and ).tended to replace
the nitrocellulose filter in most cases, since it was rust applied to Southern
blotting in 1981.The main advantage of nylon is its high physical strength
which makes multiple reprobing of blots possible. Furthermore, double-
stranded ( native) as well as single-stranded ( denatured) DNA can bind to
nylon filter in low ionic strength buffers (e.g. O.4M NaOH) so that rapid
blotting of the gels is possible and DNA fragments have little chance to
diffuse before transfer (Reed and Mann 1985).
As large DNA fragments (~10Kb) are ttansferred with low efficiency,
is
whichever filter J.used, it is necessary to break them into smaller pieces
before transfer. Acid depurination (O.2M Ha) is the method of choice for
this purpose (Wahl et al. 1979).
Both nitrocellulose and nylon filters have been successfully used for
DNA fingerprinting, but-the latter has dominated in this study since 1988.
-the
One big problem ofAnyIon filter Hybond-N (Amersham) is that its quality is
not very constant. Two blotting methods are described here. Southern
blotting is suitable for both types of filters, whereas alkali transfer is
designed only for nylon filters.
Southern BloUlnl:
A.Pretreatments of lei
1. Following electrophoresis, the gel is iitv~laced into a tray and free-
floated with O.2M HCI. Leave for 25 minutes or until the dye in the gel has
changed colour (from blue to yellow) with gende agitation.
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2. Remove acid solution. Wash the gel once with distilled water and then
cover it with denaturing solution (I.SM NaCl, O.SM NaOH). Leave for 40
minutes (30 minutes if using nylon) with shaking.
3.Pour off denaturing solution and wash with distilled water. Rinse the gel
with neutralizing solution (3M NaCI, O.SMTris, pH 8.0) for 40 minutes (30
minutes if using nylon).
B. Capillary transfer to filter
1. Fill a tray with 200m! of 20X SSC (3M NaCl, O.3M sodium citrate).
The tray is crossed by a plexiglass plate which is slightly bigger than the gel.
Place a long sheet of Whatman 3MM filter paper, saturated with 20X SSC,
onto the plate. Doth ends of the filter paper dip into the solution. Use a glass
pipette to smooth out air bubbles trapped between paper and plate. Air
bubbles hinder the passage of the transfer buffer and give hollow-patches in
DNA fmgerprints (Fig.2.4).
2. Place the gel straight on the paper. Avoid distorting the gel, otherwise
non-interpretable fingerprints will be produced (Fig.2.4). Remove any air
bubbles between the gel and paper.
3. Cut a sheet of membrane to the size of the gel (may be shorter). Place it
on top of the gel and remove air bubbles. The nitrocellulose membrane is
prewetted in 2X SSC or distilled water prior to contacting the gel. By
contrast, most types of nylon membrane do not require the prewet step. Wear
gloves to avoid greasing the membrane. Label the membrane with a graphic
pencil.
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4. Trim off the gelnotcovered by the membrane and surround the gel with
cling film (Saran Wrap) to prevent the transfer buffer from being absorbed
-the
directly into_ktissuepaper stack above.
5. Place two sheets of 3MM paper, cut to the size of the gel or bigger and
saturated with 2X sse, onto the membrane. Remove air bubbles.
6. Place a stack of absorbent paper towels on top of the 3MM paper. Put a
plate on it and then a SOO-gm weight on the centre of the plate.
7. Allow the transfer to proceed overnight.
8. Dismantle the blotting apparatus. Wash the membrane in 2X sse for 5
minutes er so to remove any adhering aprose.
CA.
If~nylon membrane is used, post-treatment by rinsing it inO.4M NaCl for
20 minutes prior to equilibration in 2X sse can improve the resolution of
-the hybridization pattern and increase hybidizatioo efficiency.
When duplicate membnmes from a single gel are required, the bidirectional
transfer method is employed (Smith and Summers 1980). The procedure is
similar to the above, except that the gel is sandwiched between two sheets of
membrane and one stack of paper towels is placed at the bottom of the
"sandwich" and one on its top. Tray and plate are not required. The ttansfer
buffer is supplied only by the liquid in the agarose gel itself so that the
diffusion of DNA fragments during transfer period is minimized. Equal
transfer of DNA fragments in the gel to both filters is achieved by increasing-tN
volume of sam les as possible to fully fill each loading well in the
gel.
32
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C. Fixation of DNA blots
Membrancsare placCllbetweentwo sheets of 3MM paper and baked at 800c
for two hours in a vacuum oven.
Alkali Transfer:
DNA fragments in the gel are fIrSt acid-depurinated followed by alkali
denaturation,as by Southern blotting. Next, the gel is rinsed in alkali transfer
buffer (l.5M NaCI, O.25MNaOH) for IS minutes. Then a transfer assembly
is set up as for the Southern blotting using alkali transfer buffer instead of
ft(!
20X SSC. Alkali' conditionsduring the transfer promote the covalent fixation
--the
of transferred DNA toAnylon membrane, in addition to maintaining
d . ~enaturanon status of DNA molecules. It tus~reported that baking had no
effect on binding and hybridization of DNA transferred in NaOH (Rigaud et
al. 1987). So oven baking is only needed to dehydrate the membrane after
0.
alkali transfer. UsuallYfO minute baking is sufficient
2.7 DETECTION OF FIXED DNA FRAGMENTS WITH
RADIOACTIVE PROBES
2.7.1 Introduction
A restriction enzyme digests genomic DNA of higher organisms into
hundreds of thousands of fragments of various sizes. Mter electrophoretic
separation of the digest, particular fragments cannot be visualized by using
the EtBr staining method. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a sensitive
and reliable technique to identify specific sequences among DNA fragments
immobilized on membranes. Autoradiography combined with DNA-DNA
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or DNA-RNA hybridization provides an answer (Meinkoth and Wahl
1984). DNA molecules, labelled by incorporating nucleotides carrying
Cl radioactive isotope, can hybridize to complementary sequences fixed on a
membrane, and su~sequent autoradiography visualizes the positions of the
sequences on the membrane (blot). It involves two main steps: probe
preparation and molecular hybridization.
2.7.2 Preparation of Probes
A. DNA probes prepared by nick translation
There are several method available to make "hot" probes, radio labelled
DNA molecules. In the rust year of this study nick translation was used to
radio label the human minisatellite probes contained in M13 RF. In a typical
reaction of nick translation, a mixture of DNase and DNA polymerase I is
added. The activity of DNase introduces nicks along a duplex DNA molecule
randomly. At such nicks, DNA polymerase I of E. coli will successively
incorporate nucleotides to replace the previous ones in the duplex ( Kelly et
al. 1970). H any of four nucleotides is radiolabelled prior to incorporation,
the duplex will get labelled as well. Alpha-32p labelled dCfP had been used
to obtain a product of high specific activity since the minisatellites involved
are GC-rich. By nick translation, double-stranded DNA can be labelled to
a. specific activity of approximately l()8cpm/J.lg, and over 60% of radioactive
precursor nucleotidesers incorporated into the products (Rigby et al. 1977).
An advantage of nick translation is that the sequences of the substrate are
uniformly labelled. However, the hybridization signal from the nick-
translated probes is weak because of probe/probe renaturation
3S
-th~
during hybridization and ~presence of a large proportion of non-insert
sequences.
Protocol lor Probe Preparation by Nick Translation:
1. Extract minisatellite-containing Ml3 RF DNA as described in Chapter 6.
2. Thaw 400Ci/mmol [a_32p] dCTP at room temperature.
3. Set up reaction mixture in a 1.S-ml Eppendorf tube using the Nick
Translation Reagent Kit supplied by BRL:
Sloll solution A2 (O.2mM each of dATP, dGTP and dTI'P)
SI!l DNA polymerasel (0.4 Unitsll!l)/DNasel (40 pg/J.11)
ll!g probe DNA
41!l [a-32p] dCTP
Increase the volume to SOI!l with SDW
4. Mix gently and then incubate at lSOC for one hour.
5. Add S0J,11of stop dye buffer. Take out 2J,11and mix with 2ml of
scintillation solvent (Escoscin or Emulsifier-Safe TM) in a cuvette.
6. Make a chromatography column by filling a I-ml syringe, plugged ~
with glass wool, with TB-equilibrated Biogel P-60. Using a IS-ml plastic
tube as an adaptor, spin down the column at 2,OOOrpm for a few seconds to
drain water in the gel away.
7. Pipette the reaction solution into the column. Centtifuge at 2,OOOrpmfor
30 seconds. The labelled DNA molecules are filtered into the plastic tube and
unincorporated nucleotides are detained in the column.
8.Wash the column with 2OJJ.I ofTB several times until the blue dye in the
column has vanished.
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9. Collect the probe solution into a fresh Eppendorf tube. Take out 2J.lI to
dissolve in scintillation solvent as before.
10. Use the aliquots taken before and after the probe separation to count
their radioactive intensityin a Scintillation Counter. Calculate the incorporation.
rate of radioactive nucleotidesas follows:
R = 100 V2C2/VICI
where VI and V2 are the total volume of probe solution before and after
separation, respectively, and Cl and C2 are the corresponding counts.
If R is less than 20%, the probe is not good and every component in the
reaction should be tested before setting up a repeat reaction.
11. Denature the probe by boiling it for 5-10 minutes just before adding it
-the
to;..hybridization solution.
B. RNA probes (riboprobes) prepared by in vur« transcription
Bacteriophage-encoded RNA polymerases can only recognize specific
promoters contained in the phage DNA and initiate the transcription (Butler
and Chamberlin 1982, Chamberlin et al. 1983). In the past few years many
vectors containing phage promoters have been developed. The promoters
flank the polylinker region into which an insert can be cloned. The insert
DNA can subsequently be transcribed in vitro into single-stranded RNA in
the presence of Mg2+ and ribonucleoside triphosphates by using relevant
phage-encoded RNA polymerase (Tabor and Richardson 1985, Krieg and
Melton 1987, Little and Jackson 1987). In order to obtain radioactive RNA
probes of high specific activity, the vector is first digested with a restriction
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enzyme to generate a run-off fragment only containing the promoter and
insert. So only the insert will be transcribed into RNA.
Riboprobes have several advantages over nick-translated DNA probes.
OJ'\
Firstly, the specific activity of~NA probe can be ten times that of a DNA
probe. Secondly, RNA probes are single-stranded , eliminating the
denaturation step required for DNA probes, and preventing probe/probe
hybridization. Another advantage is that RNA-DNA duplexes are more
0.
stable than DNA-DNA duplexes (Casey and Davidson 1977), allowingJ.high
stringency wash to be performed. All these together give a higher
signal:noise ratio, in other words, lower background. However, in vitro
transcription requires highly purified templates, and the products are more
sensitive to degradation. The incorporation rate of a-32p ribonucleotides
depends on the ratio of RNA polymerase to the amount of DNA templates.
The incorporation rate is normally around 30-80%.
The human minisatellites 33.6 and 33.1S were released from M13 RF
and subcloned into in vitro transcription vectors pSPT19 and pSPT18
respectively (Carter et al. 1989). ~e minisatellite~ can be transcribed
into RNA from either promoter"b!l-'~ digesting the vectors with
appropriate enzymes (see Fig.2.S). The subcloned minisatellites are referred
to as pSPT19.6 and pSPT19.1S, respectively, or pSPT18.6 and pSPT18.1S.
Protocol for RNA probe Preparation:
SP6m Transcription Kit supplied by Boehringer Co. or Promega
•had been used. In this study, f1promoter was used. .. - .'
1. Digest pSPr19.6 with EcoRI or pSPT18.1S with HindIII.
2. Set up reactionmixture in an Eppendorf tube:
1~ cut DNA
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2J.1l DTT (dithiothreitol, an antioxidant~ stabilize enzymes)
1~1 RNasin
1~ T7 polymerase
S~l 3000ci/mmol [a-32p]CfP
SDW to 20J.1l
3. Mix gently and then incubate in a 38.SOC waterbath for one hour.
4. Stop the reaction by adding 20~ of stop dye buffer.
S.Separate labelled RNA molecules from unincorporated ribonucleotides as
described for DNA probe preparation.
6. Measure the radioactive intensity of products and calculate R as
described previously.
2.7.3 Filter Hybridization
Radiolabelled probe DNA or RNA can bind to nonspecific nucleic acid
binding sites on filters containing immobilized DNA, causing much "noise"
and reducing the hybridization signal. Denhardt (1966) fust designed a
mixture of substances to eliminate nonspecific filter-binding of probes. The
mixture, referred to as " Denhardt's solution", consists of 0.2'1>each of
Ficoll, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and bovine serum albumin (BSA).
These substances are able to effectively bind to the areas where no DNA
molecule was bound to on the fllter. Two-hour incubation of the filten in
Denhardt's solution prior to adding probes significantly reduces the
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background. Recently it has been proved that nonfat milk powder also
effectively blocks the nonspecific binding of probes (Johnson et al. 1984).
When hybridizing, an excess amount of probes is added to
-thQ. hybridization solution. The rate of hybridization between the probe
molecules and DNA molecules retained on the filters should follow first-
order kinetics. In all cases, overnight (12-16 hours) hybridization is
sufficiently long for hybrid formation. The formation of hybrids is a
reversible process. The stability of hybrids is affected by many factors, such
as base composition of the probe, ionic strength of solution, probe length
and so on. Where hybridization is to detect sequences identical to the probe,
it must be performed under the most stringent conditions,for instance, low
salt concentration plus high temperature. Since the aim of DNA
fingerprinting is to obtain as many informative bands as possible, less
stringent conditions are used to allow hybrids between the probe
minisatellites and related sequences to form. , However, the number
of bands in a DNA fingerprint must be controlled to maximize the
resolution of the fingerprint. For example, it is impossible to accurately
score a panel of DNA fingerprints, each containing more than 30 bands in a
length of 2Ocm. The degree of homology between the human minisatellites
and minisatellites of other species is variable, so much so that the stringency
has to be modified accordingly. The most convenient approach is to perform
hybridization under low stringency (e.g.IX SSC)and then wash at increasing
stringencies. SDS included in wash solution acts to remove nonspecifically
bound probes. It has been shown that hybridization and wash in IX sse at
• • . -tht f DNA fin • .650C is appropriate for most avian specieS m..case 0 gerpnntmg.
For fingerprinting swans, a higher stringency (O.5XSSC) is used.
-dte.
The probe concentration in ~hybridization solution is crucial to
-the hybridization signal, and to the ratio of signal to background. Too much
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Cl"
probe can cause high background. On the other hand, ~nsufficient amount
of probe results in weak signal and consequently autoradiography takes
Cl long time.· ..-. -_. l()6cpm/ml of nick-translated probe or 1.2XIOs
cpm/ml of RNA probe is used for DNA fingerprinting.
Hybridizations were done initially in Hybaid hybridization bags
Q.(Amersham) and then in"sandwich box instead. Here only the latter is
described since the supplier's instructiors. cciA be followed when using the
Hybaid bags .
.,
Hy~dization Protocol:
1. Prepare alternative hybridization solutions in a bottle as follows:
a. Denhardt's hybridization solution
5 X Denhardt's solution using SOX stock
5 X sse using 20 X stock
l%SOS
b. Blotto hybridization solution
1X Blotto
lXSSe
l%SOS
using 10X stock
using 20 X stock
NB: Denhardt's solution was abandoned when blotto was introduced.
2. Warm the solution in a 6SOC waterbath until SOS completely dissolves.
Then pour it into a sandwich box.
3. Immerse filters in the solution one by one. The volume of solution
should allow the filters to free-float.
4. Place the box in a 6SOC shaking waterbath. Place a weight OIl the box.
Incubate for at least 2 hours v;en using the Denhardt's, but 6 hours for the
Blotto solution. This process is called prehybridization.
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S. Pipette the required amount of RNA probe or denatured nick-translated
DNA probe into the solution. Incubate it overnight at the same temperature
with constant shaking.
6. Pour off the hybridization solution and replace it with a large volume of
wash solution (IX sse, 0.1% SOS) prewarmed to 6Soe. Leave for 10
minutes at 6SOC with shaking.
a
7. Pour off the wash solution and replace with,l.fresh one. This time leave
for 40 minutes at 6SOC with shaking.
8. Repeat step 7 once.
9. Wash the filters with O.SX sse, 0.1% sos solution for 40 minutes at
the same temperature. Repeat once (optional).
10. Briefly rinse the filters in O.SX sse and then place them on tissue
towels.
ll. Wrap the filters with Saran Wrap while they are still damp.
Using the sandwich box hybridization, as many as 30 blots ca." be
probed simultaneously provided that the amount of the probe is sufficient.
In such a case, blots should be turned over when adding the probe and when
washing, to avoid sticking and causing some 'patchy' background.
2.7.4 Autoradiography
p-radiation emitted from 32P-IabeUed nucleotides incorporated in the
probes is able to expose X-ray film. Consequently, restriction fragments
hybridized to the probe will show up on the autoradiograph. The blots are
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placed at the bottom of a cassette. then two intensifying screens and a
preflashed X-ray film are placed against the blots. Exposure is carried out at
-80oC. Damp screens or cassette and water drops on the blots generate
,ite
artefactual local blackening.},. best resolution comes about by
-the.
autoradiographying without screens at room temperature, but ~exposure
period required is much longer.
The exposure period of film is ~nversely proportion to the radioactive
intensity (counts per second, cps) of blots. The relationship listed in Table
2.1 is only an empirical. estimate.
2.7.S Deprobin& of Filters
Nylon filters can be probed several times without significant loss of
fixed genomic DNA. To remove probes bound to a filter, incubate the filter
at 450C for 30 minutes in 0.4M NaOH followed by incubation in O.lX SSC.
0.1% SDS. 0.2M Tris-HCI (pH 7.5) at 4SoC for another 30 minutes.
Alternatively, boil 0.1% SDS solution and then immerse the filter / .. Allow
the solution to cool down to room temperature.
Table 1.1 Relationship between radioactive Intensity and
exposure length
Radioactive Exposure length
intensity 0(
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
blot (cps) Doublescreens Withoutscreens
S2 one week
2-S 3-' da_ys
S-IS 1-3 days IOda_l'!
IS-SO 6-16houn one week
>50 1-6hours 2-S days
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION OF SWAN DNA FINGERPRINTS
3.1 HYPERVARIABILITY OF DNA FINGERPRINTS OF SWANS
3.1.1 Optimal Restriction Enzymes for DNA Fingerprinting
It has been revealed that human and bird minisatellites consist of a
number of conservative repeat units arranged in tandem (Jeffreys et al.
1985a, Gyllensten et al. 1989). The repeal units constituting minisatellites of
the same family share a consensus sequence, referred to as 'core sequence'.
Therefore, a segment of DNA as a probe containing multimers of core
sequence is able to cross-hybridize with many minisatellites in the genome
under low stringency of hybridization. To separate the minisatellites from
the other flanking sequences, restriction enzymes are used. Two important
aspects should be considered in the choice of enzymes for DNA
fingerprinting. The first consideration is the recognition sequence of the
enzymes. Digestion of genomic DNA with an enzyme that has
recognition sites within the core sequence will result in the destruction of
the minisatellites. So a precondition is the absence of recognition sites within
the core sequence. Another consideration is the cut~(requency of the
enzymes. Theoretically, enzymes recognizing longer sequences (e.g.
hexanucleotides) cleave a long random DNA sequence less frequently and
produce longer restriction fragments on average, provided that all bases are
equally frequent The minisatellite-containing fragments produced by such
enzymes might include a long flanking sequence which obsc.ur~real variation
of minisatellites. By contrast, a tetranucleotide target occurs more
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frequently in the region immediately adjacent to a minisatellite, o.ACi could
,ff\~
reveal ~truevariation of minisatellites.
Fig. 3.1 shows DNA fingerprint patterns of 5 individuals randomly
chosen from a population of Mute Swans(Cygnus olor) at Abbotsbury,
England. Six restriction enzymes were used: AluI, HaeIII, HinfI, Taql,
EcoRI and HindIII. The first four are 4-bp enzymes and the remaining are
6-bp enzymes. The human minisatellite probe pSPT19.6 hybridized to a
large number of restriction fragments, whichever enzyme was used, under
low. i stringent condition (O.5X SSC). It suggests that swan minisatellites are
to a certain degree similar in sequence to the human minisatellites. However,
different enzymes give different DNA fingerprint patterns, 'Ye>uLtin9
fro", variation in the flanking sequences of minisatellites.
As demonstrated in humans (Jeffreys et al. 1985a). and in the Willow
Warbler (Gyllensten et al. 1989), point mutations do OCCUY within
repeat units of minisatellites. Thus restriction sites could be created or
destYoydwithin the mini satellites and thereby affect the DNA fingerprint
-tht
pattern. It is to be expected that~exanucleotide-recognition enzymes EcoRI
and HindIII will release entire minisatellites with long tail sequences
(possibly including structural genes), and indeed the resultant minisateUite-
containing fragments are larger and less variable compared with those
produced by the tetranucleotide enzymes AluI, HaeIII and Hinfl. However,
DNA fingerprints generated by the hexanucleotide enzymes are not scorable
~~ . ilbecause of"presence of too many bands. TaqI-DNA fingeZrints are sun ar
to BeoR!- and HindIII-DNA fmgerprints, suggesting that~aql recognition
sequence (AlOTC) is less frequent in the genome of swans than the other
tetranucleotide enzymes or that the digestion was only partially completed.
All in all, it is better to use enzymes that cut frequently for DNA
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fingerprinting. For this reason and in consideration of cost, Haem and Hinfl
are extensively used in this study.
3.1.2 Measurement of Variation in DNA Fingerprints
A DNA fmgerprint consists of a number of bands, which brings about
a. lot of statistical problems. The positions _of hands in the autoradiographs
~f .
reflect the sizes ofRorresponding minisatellite fragments. So the resolution
of bands, on which the scoring of DNA fingerprints relies, is most
important. All the DNA fingerprints were scored from original
autoradiographs taken at various exposures. The autoradiographic intensity
of the bands depends on the size and copy number of the minisatellites as
well as the degree of homology between probe and minisatellite. Therefore,
a band found- 1Y1 two individuals is scored as identical only when its
electrophoretic mobility and intensity in both individuals are
indistinguishable. One band may represent an allele at a heterozygous locus
or two alleles at a homozygous locus. Segregation analysis of minisatellite
fragments in human and canine pedigrees has-. disclosed that most of
-tM parental fragments are derived from heterozygous loci (Jeffreys et al. 1986,
Jeffreys and Morton 1987). In the absence of family data, each band will be
regarded as an allele to facilitate the following formulations.
Similarity Ceefflclent:
Lansman and co-workers (1981) used the proportion of fragments
shared in mtDNA digestion profiles (F) as an index of relative genetic
similarity between populations of rodents and other mammals. It has been
shown that F can be used to estimate similarity of DNA fingerprints between
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two individuals (Wetton and Parkin 1989). The similarity coefficient is
given by
F = 2 NAs/(NA+NB)
where NA and NB are the numbes of bands present in individuabA and B,
respectively; and NAB is the number of bands shared by both. F varies from
0-
zero to one. As the mini satellite fragments are inherited in .l.Mendelian
fashion and the heterozygosity at minisatellite loci is generally high, F is
expected to be around 0.5 for first-order relationships and 0.25 for second-
order relationships. and so on. However. the true values of F ozeusually
higher than expected .due to chance comigration of unrelated minisatellites
and the presence of homozygous minisatellite loci in the genome.
Probability or Band Sharing:
The mean probability that individual A shares a band with another
individual B can be expressed as
x = (NAslNA+NABlNB)12
Assuming that bands shared by A and B always represent identical alleles
of the same minisatellite locus, and the population has reached Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium, then x equals the sum of frequencies of 'genotypes'
++ (q2) and +- (2q-2q2). that is. x=2q_q2.So the mean allele frequency can
be estimated as follows:
q = l-(l-x)l/2
The mean heterozygosity (Ht) at minisatellite loci is given by l-aq2,
where a is the number of alleles. If the variation of allele frequencies is
small, a=l/q. So
Ht = l-q = (l-x)l/2
Identity Probability or DNA Finlerprints:
Obviously. the probability that all the fragments (n) detected in one
individual are present in another individual is xn or fn. However, the scored
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fragments only account for a proportion of the minisatellites present in the
population. The total number of mini satellite fragments from which a
particular DNA fingerprint is derived can be estimated as nix. Thus, the
eoreica1 probability that two individuals randomly chosen have identical DNA
fingerprints is xn/x• This probability is maximized since the heterogeneity of
band sharing for different size classes of bands will reduce it.
Jeffreys et al. (1985c) deduced that the chance of band sharing between
sibs is (4+5q-6q2+q3)/4(2-q). The probability that two sibs have identical
DNA fingerprints could be given by [(4+5q-6q2+q3)/4(2-q)]nIx.
3.1.3 Individual-specific DNA Fingerprints
As shown in Fig.3.t, there is no band present in all five birds
randomly selected when the 4-bp enzymes are used, suggesting that the
minisatellite fragments of swans are also polymorphic. The invariable bands
detected in digests of less frequent enzymes might represent conservecl
minisatellite or result from chance cosegregation of the fragments.
The number of bands detected per individual varies, and is,on average,
approximately 33 for the Alul-digests, 32 for the Haelll-digests and 31 for
the HinfI-digests in the size range greater than 3Kb. The difference in band
number is not significant (P>O.OS) between enzyme treatments. The
autoradiographic intensities of bands are heterogeneous.
Using the measurements discussed in 3.1.2, the mean probability of
band sharing, heterozygosity and similarity coefficient were computerized
and are listed in Tables3.1a and3.1b.
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Fig.3.l DNA fingerprints generated with different enzymes. Approximately 4 ug
of genomic DNA digests from 5 random birds of the Mute Swan were separated by
electrophoresis and blotted onto nylon membranes. The blots were then probed with
pSPT19.6 under a stringency of O.5XSSC. Size markers are indicated as Kilobases (Kb).
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Table 3.tb Similarity coefflclents between pairs of birds,
based on Fig.3.t
Enzymes used
Pairs -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Alul Haem Hinfl
1-2 0.333 0.133 0.419
1-3 0.514 0.406 0.355
1-4 0.485 0.491 0.305
1-5 0.349 0.545 0.351
2-3 0.314 0.351 0.353
2-4 0.364 0.358 0.215
2-5 0.444 0.215 0.159
3-4 0.257 0.394 0.277
3-5 0.269 0.464 0.222
4-5 0.381 0.323 0.233
Average 0.371 0.368 0.289
(sem) (0.027) (0.039) (0.026)
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Similarity coefficients are variable among different pairwise comparisons,
but are low on average. Surprisingly, the similarity coefficients for some
pairs vary a lot ~ different enzymes. For example, F between birds I
and 2 is 0.419 using HinfI, and reduces to 0.133 using HaeIII. The
same holds for pairs 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 2-5 and 3-5. This could be explained if a
minisatellite present in the genomes of some birds contains internal
restriction sites of a given enzyme, so that it is cleaved into several
fragments that will be shar~»y these birds, giving values of F that are
superficially high. On the oUi,er hand, another enzyme cannot cut this
minisatellite and results in relatively low values of F. Such enzyme-
dependent variability of minisatellites makes it more difficult to study
population genetics by using the DNA fingerprinting technique.
Nevertheless, the minisatellites of swans are highly variable. The
enzymes used reveal a minimum heterozygosity of around 80% at the
minisatellite loci of the Mute Swans. The probability that two random birds
have identical DNA fingerprints (xn) is 5~52XI0-1S with AluI, 1.67XIO-14
with HaeIII and 1.7XI0-17 with HinfI. Obviously, no one could find two
swans in the world that have identical DNA fingerprints, considering the
current population. Even the chance that two sibs share a DNA fingerprint
is very small. By using HaellI, for instance, this chance is only 2.33?C1Q-6.
Thus it can be seen that swan DNA fingerprints are of individual specificity
and can be used to positivelr-~~~ni~indiVidual birds.
3.1.4 Additional Polymorphic Bands Detected by
pSPT18.15
Another hurt poly~ore minisateJli~ probe pSPT18.1S also detects
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hypervariable bands in swans (Fig.3.2). The average ~umber of bands
detected by pSPT18.15 is 35.4, more than that (31.2) detected by pSPT19.6;
but the difference is not statistically significant (P>O.05). Approximately
60% of the resolved bands in pSPT19.6 DNA fingerprints are also present
in those of pSPT18.15. The high proportion of codetection is likely to result
from the chance codetection of different fragments that have similar sizes.
Nevertheless, the two probes together detected 48 distinct scorable bands
per individual. So the simultaneous use of two or more probes can greatly
reduce the chance that two individuals have identical DNA fingerprints.
3.2 INHERITANCE OF DNA FINGERPRINT BANDS
The term 'DNA fingerprint' ._ uses the word 'fingerprint' to express
~ 'irt-IfiL
its great variation. Unlike~oops and whorls on a human 'fingerprint »; usual
meaning, each band in an individual DNA fingerprint, except~~sional
mutant, can be found in either or both parents' DNA fingerprints,
suggesting that DNA fingerprint bands descend from one generation to the
next. Other studies have shown that DNA fingerprint bands are inherited as
simple Mendelian characters (Jeffreys et al. 1986, Jeffreys and Morton
1987, Burke and Bruford 1987, Meng et al. 1990). However, the
c.htu'e1cter', roes
segregation _ -~;_-=c:of DNA fingerprint bands may change depending on
>..
pedigrees or species. Here the inheritance of DNA fingerprints of Whooper
and Mute Swans are examined.
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pSPT19.6 pSPT18.15
Fig.3.2 Comparison of DNA fingerprints generated by probe
pSPT19.6and pSPT18.15.Approximately 6 ug of HaeIII digests from 5 random
birds of the Mute Swan were electrophoresed on a 0.8% agarose gel for 3 days and
then bidirectionally blotted to two sheets of nitrocellulose membrane. One blot was
probed with pSPTI9.6, and the other with pSPT18.15, all of which performed under
a stringency of O.5XSSe. The A. EcoRI fragments, shown up in the middle lane after
hybridization with radiolabelled whole A. DNA, were used as size markers.
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3.2.1 DNA Fingerprint Analyses of Two Large Sibships of
Whooper Swan Cygnus cygnus
To study the inheritance-~1 of swan mini satellites, two large
families of Whooper Swan at Caerlaverock, Scotland, were chosen. Male
adult les (Darvic ring code) and his mate IUF had 5 cygnets (young) in
1986 and 3 in the following year, constituting Family A. The other pair of
adults Hl.J (male) and ax (female) had 5 young in 1986 and two more in
1987, and this is Family B.
Fig.3.3 shows DNA fingerprints of the two families, generated by
probing Hinfl digests with the probe pSPTI9.6. Resolved bands were
diagramed in Figs.3.4 and 3.5. The Similarity coefficient (F) is 0.19
between les and lUF, and 0.218 between HLJ and Il.X, suggesting that the
parents in each family are not closely related. F values between the father
or mother and cygnets as well as between cygnets are all around 0.5 (see
Table 3.2), consistent with expectations.
As expected, most of the bands present in the cygnets can be traced
back to one or both parents' DNA fingerprints except that a few novel bands
(marked as arrowhead in Fig. 3.3 and underlined in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5)
appeared. The shared bands between father and mother are excluded from
the analyses. Only one paternal band in Family A and one maternal band in
Family B (marked with '£') are transmitted to all the offspring, which thus
represent homozygous loci. All the other bands represent an allele at a
heterozygous locus. The average transmission rate of paternal or maternal
bands (exclusive of linked bands) is approximately 50% (Table 3.3),
consistent with 1:1 segregation. The number (r) of cygnets receiving each
heterozygous band in a sibship of n should follow the binomial distribution
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with the probability Pr=nCr!2n•Statistical tests (Table 3.3) confmn that the
segregation of heterozygous parental bands is compatible with the binomial
distribution (P<O.OI). Obviously, these heterozygous minisatellites could not
be derived from one chromosome, but are scattered over the whole genome,
supported by detailed studies of minisatellite locations in human and mouse
genomes (Jeffreys et al. 1987, Royle et al. 1988).
Only one allele was resolved at most of minisatellite loci in these two
families, suggesting that the two alleles may be extremely different in size.
...fhe
A study in humans, using~ocus-specific minisatellite probe pAg3, indeed
showed that Hinfl alleles at this locus varied from 1.7 to 20.4Kb in length
and only 40% of individuals could have both alleles resolved in their
hybridization patterns (Wong et al. 1986). Few allelic or linked bands have
been found through all possible pairwise comparisons of parental
heterozygous bands (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5). For example in Family A, the 10th
and 17th bands (paternal) cosegregated into the same offspring, showing
tight linkage; on the other hand, both bands are allelic to the 7th band. It is
unknown whether the linked bands represent separate minisatellites on the
same chromosome or are derived from a single minisatellite containing
internal Hinfl recognition sites. By pooling the data, the total number of
minisatellite loci from which a DNA fingerprint is sampled is approximately
70 (Table 3.4). Since a large number of bypervariable minisatellite loci can
be potentially detected by a single polycore probe, DNA fingerprinting may
greatly facilitate linkage analysis and genomic mapping. In fact, it has
been successfully used for searchin~netic markers linked to some disease
loci (Jeffreys et al. 1986).
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W; 111'. IT. l~ i !I-L IF" F.ZX JP! H:F 1(.;
I ~
HLJ IUt IJA 11P INP INS 11.11 IfV IUT
Family A Family B
Fig.3.3 DNA fingerprints of the Whooper Swan families A and B.
HinfI digests of genomic DNA were probed with pSPT19.6 under a stringency of
O.5XSSC. Individuals are identified with the Darvic Ring Codes. Father and Mother
are indicated as c!and~, respectively. Mutant bands are marked with arrowheads.
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Fig.3.4 Diagram or segregation or parental bands in Family A,based
on Fig.3.3 •The presence/absence of bands are indicated as x/o. Linked pairs of
parental bands that segregate xx/oo into offspring are connected by a continuous line;
allelic bands that segregate x%x are connected by a dotted line; and homozygous
band(s) that transmits to all offspring are marked with '£'. Bands underlincrlare
.,
mutant bands that are present in neithlbs,parental DNA fingerprints.
HJP
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r-------·--·.······.: £ :
I •
0000000001111111111222222222233333333334
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
Band no.
Birds
xxoooxooxoxooooxooxooxooxooxoxoxxoxxxoxx
xoxoooxxooxoxooooxoooxooxooxxoxxxoooxoxo
(mother)
ITA oxoxxxooxxoxxxooxooxoxxoxoxoxxooxxxoxxxx
DC xoxoxxxxooxoxxoxoooxxoxoxooxxxoxxxoxxxxo
urv xoxoxooxoxoxooxoxxxxoxxoxooxxxxooxoxxoox
~L xoxoxooxoxoxooxoxoxxxoxxxoxoxoxxoxooxxxx
IPD oxoxooxoooxooooxoxoooxoxoxoxxoxooxoxxoxx
E2J( oxoxxxxoxooxxooxoooxxoxoxoxxxoxxxoxooxxx
IPI ooxoxxoxoxoooxxoxoxxoxxoxoxoxxooxxxoxxxx
IeS oxxxxoxxoxoxxxxoxxoxxoxoxoxoxoxooxooxxox
0000000001111111111222222222233333333334
12~456?~~?1231561~~~~~:~~L:~~~~~f90
..-- - - -- ---- ------- -- -_ ..
S9
Fig.3.S Diagram or segregation or parental bands in Family B,based on
Fig.3.3 • Allthe symbols are the same as used in Fig.3.4.
Band no. £ r-- n--~-;;i~-I-;;ra;~;~;;1;;~;;~~;;1334444444444555
Biros 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
ILX OXOXOOXXOXOXXOXOOXXXOOXOXXXXXOXOXXOOXXOXXOXOXOXXXOXO
(mother)
DA XXOOXXOXOXOOXXXOXOXOOXOOOXXOXOXXXOXOXXOOOXOOXOXXOOOO
DO XXOOXXOXOOOOOXXOXXXXOOXOXXOXXOXOXOXOXXOOXXOOXOOXXXOO
UNP OXXXOXXOXXOOXXXXXXOX&OOXooxoooxxoxxxooxxooxxooxxxxoo
INS xxxxooxxooxooxxoxxxxooxoxooxoooxoxxoooxxoxoxoxoxooox
ILD OXXXOXOOXXXOOOXXXXXXOOXOXXOXOOXOXXXXOXOXXXXXXOOXOXOO
IPV oxooxxoxoxooooxxooooooxooxooxoxooxoxxxoxooxoxooxxoox
IUT xxooxoxoxoxxxoxxxoxoooxooxxxo~ooxxoxxxxxooxoxoxxxoxo
HlJ xoxoxxooxoxooxxxxooooxoooxooooxxoxxxoxxooxoxoxoxoxox
(father)
0000000001111111111222222222233333333334444444444555
121456789012345~78901234S6789012345~7890123156789012
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Table 3.3 Segregation 01 heterozygous parental bands in the Whooper
Swan families
Transmission Family A Family B
------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
to no. Paternal Maternal Paternal Maternal
---------------------
--------------------- --------------------
----------------
Cygnets (r) Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.
0 0 0.06 0 0.06 0 0.13 0 0.16
1 0 0.50 0 0.44 2 0.93 2 1.09
2 0 1.75 1 1.53 1 2.79 1 3.28
3 5 3.50 5 3.06 6 4.65 5 5.47
4 5 4.38 4 3.83 5 4.65 8 5.47
5 3 3.50 3 3.06 2 2.79 4 3.28
6 3 1.75 0 1.53 1 0.93 0 1.09
7 0 0.50 1 0.44 0 0.13 (0)* 0.16
8 (0)* 0.06 0 0.06
Transmission 53.1 (3.5) 49.1 (4.2) 48.7 (4.6) 50.7 (3.8)
rate% (sem)
Statistical 4.56 4.22 3.29 5.12
test X2 N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S.
Assuming that each parental band is transmitted to a cygnet with a probability of 0.5,
then it is transmitted to r cygnets in a sibship of n with a probability of nC,/2D following
the binomial distribution. The observed number of parental bands transmitted to
precisely r cygnets is shown for both parents and agrees with the expected se~gation
patterns. If a pair of heterozygous bands is linked, only one of them is included in the
analysis.
*: The band transmitted to all the cygnets is treated as homozygous and hence is
ignored in the analysis.
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Table 3.4 Summary of DNA fingerprints in tbe two Wbooper
Swan families
No. bands No. linked No. allelic No. loci Total no.
Families Parents scored pairs pairs scored lociestim.
n b a L N
A Father 24 3 4 17
Mother 18 0 1 17
B Father 25 2 1 22
Mother 30 2 1 26
Mean 24.25 1.75 1.75 70
Assuming an entire DNA fingerprint, including unresolved (unscored) bands, is
derived from N heterozygous loci (2N bands), then the probability that one band is
allelic to a band x is l/(2N-l). Furthermore, provided that (n-b) bands resolved are a
random sample of the 2N bands, the probability that a resolved band is allelic to band
x is (n-b-l)/(2N-l). So the total number of bands that could be allelic to the others
among the resolved bands is (n-b)(n-b-I )/(2N-I), that is, the number of allelic pairs a
in the scored DNA fingerprint is (n-b)(n-b-l)12(2N-l). Thus the number of loci N can
be given as
N=[1+(n-b)(n-b-l)!2a]!2 (I.F.Y.Brookfield, pers.comm.)
Note that the presence of homozygous bands in a DNA fmgerprint causes
underestimation of N.
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3.2.2 Abundant Linkage in HaeIII-DNA Fingerprints of
Mute Swans
During DNA-fingerprintin~f 16 families of-the Mute Swans sampled
at Lothian, Scotland, using enzyme HaellI and probe PSPT19.6, it has been
found that linkage groups of parental bands are extensively present in all of
five large families which contain both parents and 5-8 cygnets (Table 3.5).
Each linkage group consists of 2-10 bands. On average, the linked bands
account for about 32% or 38.7% of total paternal or maternal bands,
\.VhQrt.
respectively. Also, ~HaelII-digests of DNA from all members of the
Whooper Swan Family A wexe probed with pSPTI9.6,~bands and slightly
more linkage were detected in their subsequent DNA fingerprints compared
to their HinfI-DNA fingerprints. It seems that swan minisatellites contain
more internal HaeIII sites than Hinfl sites. However, small sizes of the
sibships might have led to an overestimation of the level of apparent linkage.
Fig.3.6 presents DNA fingerprints of two Mute Swan families as
examples. Interestingly, 10 paternal bands in Family 2 cosegregated into the
same offspring and hence showed apparent linkage. If all of these bands
arise by the cleavage of a single minisatellite, then this minisateUite could be
over 120Kb long, being out of the scope of minisatellites. It is more likely
that they are derived from a minisatellite cluster or a satellite. Its true
.nature could only be seen when its structure and organization become clear
by cloning and sequencing or internal mapping (Jeffreys " al. 1990).
Nevertheless, the presence of large linkage groups will reduce the
informativeness of DNA fingerprints.
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Family 1
-23·1 Kb
-'l·4Kb
-6·7kb
-4.4·[<b
Family 2
Fig.3.6 Large linkage groups in the Mute Swans.The birds from two
families of the Mute Swans at Lothian, Scotland, were DNA-fingerprinted with
HaeIII/pSPT19.6. A number of parental bands in both families are cosegregated into
the offspring and hence show linkageLinked bands are connected by a continuous
line. 'M' indicates a mother, 'P' indicates a father. Mutant bands are marked with
arrowheads.
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3.3 STABILITY OF DNA FINGERPRINTS
Minisatellites consist of repeat units arranged in tandem. The presence
-fhe.
of ).,coresequence in the repeat units gives a good opportunity for sister
chromatids or homologous chromosomes to form misalignments in pairs at
mitosis or at meiosis. As a result. novel minisatellites with changed repeat
number might arise through chance crossing-over (Smith 1976, Jeffreys et
al. 1985a). This speculation has been verified by the finding that
hypervariable regions related to minisatellite probe 33.15 are clustered at or
around autosomal chiasmata and within the pairing region of XY bivalent at
meiosis in man (Chandley and Mitchell 1988). Similarity between the
minisatellite core sequence and X sequence of E. coli also suggests that the
core sequence acts as an eukaryotic recombination signal for homologous
recombination (Jeffreys et al. 1985a). Wolff et al. (1988) argued that not
only unequal crossing-over but also replication slippage or deletion and gene
conversion could play a role in the maintenance of minisatellite
hypervariability. In. all events, the multi-allelism of minisatellites must
o
be associated with).high frequency of spontaneous mutation to new length
alleles.
3.3.1 Somatic Stability
To investigate possible somatic changes of DNA fingerprints, genomic
DNAs were extracted from blood and various tissues of a Whooper swan
killed by foxes, and digested with AluI and Haem. The subsequent blot was
probed with pSPT19.6. As shown in Fig.3.7, DNA fingerprints from
different sources of DNA are almost indistinguishable, except that a single
extra band is present in the DNA rmgerprints of blood and lung. It is
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MAt I
Fig.3.7 DNA fingerprints from blood and various tissues.In winter
1988, a Whooper Swan was found dead in the winter site at Caerlaverock, Scotland,
which was probably killed by foxes. Some extravasated blood (B), whole heart (H)
and crop (C), a piece of lung (Lg) and liver (Lv) as well as muscle (M) were
collected. For extraction of genomic DNA from various tissues, approximately 2g of
deep frozen tissues in liquid nitrogen were ground to a powder and then resuspended
in O.5ml of TE buffer followed by normal extractions as from blood samples. About
3~g of each DNA digest was separated on a 0.8% agarose gel for three days and then
blotted onto nylon membrane. DNA fingerprinting was done with pSPT19.6 as
usual.
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unlikely that the presence of this band is due to partial digestion of genomic
DNA or tissue-specific methylation of DNA, since both enzymes gave this
band and they are non-sensitive to CpO methylation. It is not clear whether
this band is somehow related to pathogenesis. As the blood sample was taken
from extravasated blood in close vicinity to the lung, this novel band may be
only associated with abnormalities within the lung. The progenitor of the
novel band, if there is any, is absent in the resolved size range; but the new
-fftt-
band probably arose by expansion ofApresumptiveprogenitor minisatellite in
the number of repeat units.
Other researchers have found that somatic changes at mini satellite loci
are common in DNA fingerprints of human tumours, which include
intensity alterations of bands, appearance of novel bands and size alterations
arisi~by contraction or expansion of pre-existing bands compared to those
in normal tissues (Thein et al. 1987, Armour et al. 1989). However, no
changes were observed between DNA fingerprints from blood and normal
tissue adjacent t~mour (Thein et al. 1987); somatic mutation was rarely
detected in lymphoblastoid cell lines (Annour et al. 1989). It is believed that
somatic mutations could be detected only if mutant cells have made up a
significant proportion of the cell population under examination.
Nevertheless, the incidence of somatic mutations in normal tissues, if
they really occur, could be very low, presenting no problem for
reproducibility of DNA fingerprints and linkage analysis.
3.3.2 Germ-line Stability
The application of DNA fingerprinting to establishing relatedness
between individuals relies on the stability of the bands representing
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mini satellite alleles from one generation to the next. Therefore, it is
necessary to know the mutation rate of DNA fmgerprint bands in the species
of interest.
A large number of full families are essential for the investigation of the
mutation frequency. In our study, only two species of swans, C.cygnus and
C. olor, have met this. In the Mute Swan, members of 15 families containing
57 cygnets were fingerprinted uSin*nZyme Haelll and the probe
fOy'
pSPTI9.6. A total of 10 novel bands were detected in 8 sibships (examples
l'o.
see Fig.3.6), giving a mutation frequency of 0.007. In the Whooper Swan,
19 novel bands ti:amPles see Fig.3.3) in Hintl digests were detected by
pSPT19.6 in 11 sibships out of 17 families (54 cygnets) screened, giving a
mutation frequency of 0.0126. The mutation frequency of Whooper Swan
minisatellites is . higher than that of Mute Swan minisatellites.
Since the detection of mutations to new length alleles is independent of
enzymes used (Armour et al. 1989), the results are comparable. It has been
noted in man that the mutation rate of different minisatellite loci increases
with their variability (Jeffreys et al. 198~Armour et al. 1989). So we can
predict that the level of variation of Whooper Swan DNA fingerprints is
higher than that of Mute Swan, which will be justified by the data presented
in the next chapter.
3.4 CONCLUSION
The human minisatellite polycore probes pSPT19.6 and pSPT18.lS can
cross-hybridize to a large number of fragments in genomic DNA digests of
swans. These swan minisatellites are extremely polymorphic, showing
heterozygosities of 80% or so and constituting individual-specific genetic
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fingerprints. As predicted, the best DNA fingerprints result from restriction
digests with such tetranucleotide recognition enzymes as AluI, HaeIII and
Hinfl. Pedigree analyses show that the minisatellite fragments of swans are
distributed over numerous autosomes and inherited as simple Mendelian
characters, although some linkage and allelism exist. Somatic changes
reflected in DNA fingerprints may occur with low frequency; however,
DNA fingerprint bands have n.l9h mutotlonTt4es ~.' >:, which is
-the
important for the maintenance of f._greatvariation of minisatellites. The
incidence of mutation of the fingerprint bands varies depending on species,
implying (that species with higher frequenciesof novel bands could possess
more variable minisatellites. The features of DNA fingerprint suggest its
potenti~ for fhe- unambiguous recognition of individual birds and
establishment of lineage relationships between individuals, which could
bring about a revolution in the areas of behavioural, ecological and
evolutionary genetic studies in animals. Such applications will be discussed
in the following two chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
GENETIC VARIATION IN NATURAL POPULATIONS
OF SWANS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
It was found some decades ago that genetic variation exists . in natural
populations of various organisms. The early studies, concentrating upon
easily identifiable morphological or physiological variants, failed to
estimate the overall genetic variation in populations because of limited
variable characteristics. The technique of protein electrophoresis
developed in the middle 1960's opened up a new approach for the
estimation of genetic variation from many more loci defined as the
structural genes encoding enzymes. Unfortunately, the number of
proteins that can be easily examined is small. Ten years later, the progress
in the techniques of genetic engineering allowed genetists to directly study
the genetic material, genomic DNA, and to disclose large amounts of DNA
polymorphisms that might provide a more unbiased estimation of genetic
variation in the genome of the natural populations. For instance, -. "-
restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) have been detected in
the genomes of various organisms. RFLPs provide an unlimited source of
genetic markers for identifying the individual variants in a population, to
define the populations within a species, and to quantify interspecific
variation. However, such use of RFLPs is curbed ~=~ their low
heterozygosity in a population. By contrast, the variation revealed by DNA
fingerprinting is so great that the DNA fingerprints are unique to
individuals in most (if not all) species that have studied so far (Jeffreys et al.
1985b, Jeffreys and Morton 1981, Wetton et al. 1981, Burke et al. 1989,
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Georges et al. 1988). DNA fingerprinting has proven very powerful for
identifying individuals and for assigning parentages. As a new technique,
however, its full advantages have not yet been exploited.
In the' previous chapter, the general features of Swan DNA
fingerprints have been discussed based on the Mute and Whooper Swans.
This chapter will concentrate on genetic variation at minisatellite loci in
natural populations of several species of swans. The polycore mini satellite
probes are able to detect repeat-sequence length variants at a large number
of loci dispersed through-out the genome, offering an : . '> unbiased
estimation of genetic variation for this .+'y pe of sequences in natural
populations. Therefore, the genetic variation between populations, as well as
between species, will be studied by means of DNA fmgerprinting.
4.2 INTRAPOPULATION VARIATION OF DNA FINGERPRINTS
4.2.1 Experimental and Analytical Considerations
To estimate the variation of DNA fingerprints in natural populations, a
large number of samples should be tlAke.n .. The results presented here
were obtained by fingerprinting 15 birds from each population of swans.
This number just fits the maxigel size (16 slots).lff}~2lJ~n separate gels,
pairwise comparisons between samples would be too difficult to conduct.
The populations studied are as follows: Bewick's Swans (C. btwickii) at
Slimbrige, England; Mute Swans ( C. olor) at Abbotsbury, England;
Trumpeter Swans ( C. buccinator) ,,,, Montana, the United States; and
Whooper Swans (C. cygnus) at Caerlaverock, Scotland. According to the
field observations, the birds that were chosen are not closely related to one
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another. Since the number of bands present in the DNA fingerprints varies
slightly with batches of hybridization, probably due to inconsistent quality
of the probe and minor changes of wash conditions, 0.11the samples from
the same population, after restriction with an appropriate enzyme ~were
electrophoresed on a single gel and blotted to a sheet of nylon membrane.
The conditions for restriction, electrophoresis and blotting held the same
for all the populations. The subsequent hybridization and wash of the blots
were carried out simultaneously. Through these measures, the experimental
errors could be- minimized and the results should be comparable.
Those measures discussed in the third chapter will be used to quantify
the degree of variation of DNA fingerprints among individuals within the
same population. As mentioned previously, the scoring of DNA fingerprints
relies greatly on the quality of the autoradiographs. The faint bands may be
obscured due to very dark neighbouring bands or degradation of DNA.
Therefore, _only clearly visible bands were scored. Identical bands are
defined as those that are indistinguishable in electrophoretic mobility and
are of similar autoradiographic intensity. Because of the difficulty of
comparing two distant gel tracks, only ten adjacent tracks out of fifteen
were scored. The accuracy of the scoring might compensate for the
decrease of the sample size.
4.2.2 Results and Discussion
Figs. 4.1-4.5 present DNA fingerprints for the four species of Swan.
The Jeffreys' polycore probes detect many resttiction fragments en each
individual (Table 4.1). The variation in autoradiographic intensity implies
that the degree of homology between the detected minisatellites and the
probe sequence is heterogeneous. The mean number of bands detected with
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pSPT19.6, in HaeIII-DNA fingerprints of Bewick's, Mute, Trumpeter and
Whooper Swans is 22.3,27.5, 22.2 and 21.6, respectively. When the
same probe hybridizes to Hinfl digests, the number of bands is not changed
in all the species, suggesting that the minisatellite variants in swans jnainly
arise from variation in copy number of repetitive sequence. However, the
other probe pSPTI8.1S,detects many more minisatellites on Hinfl digests
than does pSPT19.6. Family analyses have revealed that most of these
minisatellites independently segregate in the pedigrees (Chapter 3, Meng et
f\~Mb£x
al. 1990). The minimum}._ofloci under investigation could exceed the
number of resolved bands in a given DNA fingerprint, since only one of
alleles at most of mini satellite loci is resolved and the resolved alleles are
derived from a pool of minisatellite loci in the genome. Thus, the
multilocus mini satellite probes give population geneticistsan opportunity to
look at genetic variation in the whole genome in natural populations.
DNA fingerprints show great variation among individuals within a
population,so that each bird has a unique pattern of banding. There is no
band shared by all of the IS birds either in Bewick's, Mute or Trumpeter
Swans. The Whooper Swans show similar variation, except for a single
band present in all the fingerprints (marked with arrowhead in Fig.4.4). It
is suggested that almost all of the minisatellite loci detected by pSPT19.6 are
polymorphic. By contrast, using protein techniques surveys of dozens of
loci among 103 avian species revealed that the proportion of loci
polymorphic (frequency of most common allele S 0.99) averaged 0.240,
ranging from zero to 0.714 (Evans 1987). Clearly, DNA fingerprillting
probes are extremely powerful for identifying a vast number of
polymorphic loci in the genome at the population level.
The mean similarity coefficient (F) between individuals is 0.248 in the
Bewick's, 0.404 in the Mute, 0.442 in the Trumpeter and 0.276 in the
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Whooper, when DNA fmgerprints are generated with the combination of
pSPT19.6 and Haem. These values further show· that swan minisatellites
are highly variable. Similar results are obtained from pSPT19.6/Hinfi
fingerprints. Table 4.2 lists the similarity coefficients or band sharing .
probabilities (x) within populations Of various organisms studied by other
workers. Apart from those species with high inbreeding coefflcienesuch as
Naked Mole-rats and Foxes, all the other species exhibit hypervariable DNA
-rile view
fingerprints within populations, supporting ),.that the mini satellites are the
most variable sequences in the genomes of higher organisms.
However, similarity coefficients differ in the different populations of
swans studied here. For instance, F for the Trumpeter Swans is almost twice
as high as that for the Bewick's Swans. What forces ~plain- .- the
evolution of the mini sate lites at the population level?
Mayr (1963) dQSSifled sources of genetic variation for a population as
follows: a, particulate inheritance; b, mutation; c, gene flow from other
populations; d, occurrence of new genotypes through recombination. The
particulate inheritance means that the frequency of genes in a population
remains constant in the absence of selection, of nonrandom mating, and of
random genetic drift (Hardy-Weinberg Law). Mutations, generated through
external inducers or through internal recombinations, provide -the ultimate
source of genetic novelties, which cc.n be maintained in the population
through inheritance. Migration of individuals among populations results in
movements and incorporaton of new alleles. On the other hand, selective
mating, natural selection and genetic drift each operate against the unlimited
accumulation of genetic diversity in a given population. We shall take into
account these aspeca when comparing the populations of swans.
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Table 4.1 Summary of DNA fingerprints in four species of swan
Probes Enzymes Species No. bands F x q
(scm) (scm) (scm)
Bewick's 22.3(0.96) 0.25(0.012) 0.25(0.009) 0.134
pSPT19.6 Haem Mute 27.5(1.00) 0.40(0.014) 0.41(0.010) 0.230
Trumpeter 22.2(0.49) 0.44(0.017) 0.44(0.012) 0.254
Wbooper 21.6(0.76) 0.28(0.016) 0.28(0.011 ) 0.150
Bewick's 17.6(0.833) 0.19(0.013) 0.19(0.010) 0.102
pSPT19.6 HinfI Mute 24.6(0.777) 0.29(0.043) 0.29(0.033) 0.165
Trumpeter 19.0(0.843) 0.32(0.047) 0.32(0.033) 0.174
Whooper 18.1(1.37) 0.27(0.041) 0.28(0.029) 0.151
Bewick's '32.0(0.577)
pSPT18.15 Hinfl Mute 31.9(0.857)
Trumpeter 30.0(0.751)
Whooper 32.4(1.000)
Femean similarity coefficient, x=mean probability of band sharing, q=maximum
mean allelic frequency, sem=standard error of the mean. All the values are based on
analysis of 10 individuals.
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Table 4.2 Intrapopulation variability of DNA fingerprints in eukaryotes
Organisms f»r_obesa En~es ph xC Referees
.6 Hinfl 0.21 Jeffreys et al. (198Sb)
Humans .15 HinfI 0.21 Jeffreys et al. (198Sb)
3'HVR Hinfl 0.22 Fowler et al. (198~
Dog .61.15 Hinfl 0.46 Jeffreys and Morton (1987)
MI3 HaellI 0.43 Georges et al-.(1988)
H. sparrow .6 Haem 0.18S VVettonGPers.convnJl
Sparrowhawk .6 Haem 0.350 Carter (pen. comm.)
Swallow .6 HaellI 0.116 VVellboum et al. (in prep.)
Dunnocks .IS Alul 0.24 Burke et al. (19891
Cat .6/.1S Hinfl 0.47 Jeffreys and Morton 11987)
Catlle M13 Hinfl 0.35 Georges et al. (1988)
3'HVR Hinfl 0.33 " " " "
Horse M13 Haelll 0.46 " " " "
Pig MI3 Haelll 0.56 " " " "
Naked mole- .6 Haem 0.94 Reeve et al. (1990)
rat .15 Haem 0.88 " "
MI3 HaellI 0.99 " "
•
Fox .6 Hinfl O.7S-1.()()d Gilbert et al. (1990)
Pilot Whales .IS DdeI 0.60 Amos and Dover (1990)
a: probes .6 and .15 are Jeffreys' polycore probes 33.6 and 33.15, respectively;
3'HVR is probe
a-globin 3'HVR.
b: F=similarity coefficient
c: x=probability of band sharing.
d: the range of x based on several island populations.
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-23.1
- 9·4-
- 6·7
Fig. 4.1 DNA fingerprints of Bewick's Swans. Fifteen birds,randomly
chosen from the Slimbridge population,were fingerprinted with the combination of
pSPT19.6 and HaeIII. Size markers are in Kb. Only first ten lanes from the right
were scored.
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-23·1
- 9.4·
- 6·7
- 4.4
Fig.4.2 DNA fingerprints of Mute Swans. Fifteen birds,randomly chosen
from the Abbotsbury population,were fingerprinted with the combination of
pSPT19.6 and HaelII. Size markers are in Kb. Only first ten lanes from the right
were scored.
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- 4·4-
Fig.4.3 DNA fingerprints of Trumpeter Swans. Fifteen birds,randomly
chosen from the Montana population,were fingerprinted with the combination of
pSPT19.6 and HaeIII. Size markers are in Kb. Only first ten lanes from the right
were scored.
8 1
-23· '
- 9·4-
Fig.4.4 DNA fingerprints of Whooper swans. Fifteen birds,randomly
chosen from the Caerlaverock population,were fingerprinted with the combination of
pSPT19.6 and HaeIII. Size markers are in Kb. Only first ten lanes from the right
were scored. A common band, present in all the fingerprints, is marked with
arrowhead.
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A B
c D
Fig.4.5 DNA fingerprints generated with HinfI/pSPT18.15. Blot A is for
the Bewick's Swans, blot B for the Mute Swans, blot C for the Trumpeter Swans and
blot D for the Whooper Swans.The samples are the same as those in Figs. 4.1-4.4 and
are in the same order. The very left lane on each photo contains AHindIII fragments
whose sizes are 23.1, 9.4, 6.7 and 4.4 in Kb sequentially from the top, respectively.
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The core sequence, spreading over all of repeat units in a family of
minisatellites is believed to be a recombination hotspot, explaining the
generation of vast allelic variation at minisatellite loci ( Jeffreys et al.
19851, Jeffreys et al. 198.Chandley and Mitchell i988, Wahls et al. 1990).
It has been shown in the previous chapter that the Whooper Swan has a
higher mutation frequency of DNA fingerprint bands than the Mute Swan,
consistent with the fact that the former has DNA fingerprints of higher
variability. This explanation however is not satisfactory. Other elements
must be involved as well in the differentiation of populations at minisatellite
loci.
Let us first look at the Trumpeter Swan population in Montana. The
present populations of the Trumpeter Swan in North America descend from
only a small number of survivors that escaped from excessive shooting in
the nineteenth century, and which become almost non-migratory. For
instance, the total number of Trumpeter Swans in Montana and Wyoming
was only 69 in 1932, which multiplied to some 600 in 1955 (Scott and
Wildfowl Trust 1972). After that bottleneck, the genetic variation in the
subsequent populations may have been sharply reduced, compared to that in
the ancestral population, due to the elimination of some alleles of low
frequency and fixation of some alleles through genetic drift. It was also
reported that the Trumpeter Swans at Montana and Wyoming remain
throughout the year in one remote small enclave with bot springs (Banko
1960). This kind of self-isolation impedes the possible gene flow in and out
of the population, eventually resulting in the decrease of genedc variation.
Bewick's Swans are wholly migratory. They regularly travel over
2,000 miles to find a suitable wintering resort. Although Bewick's Swans
prefer returning to their p-evious winter grounds each year, they may cut
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off their journeys and stop at a suitable site where earlier birds may have
established a wintering ground (Scott 1967). Except for a few residents, the
majority of Bewick's Swans at Slimbridge are wintering birds, emigrating
from various breeding grounds in Arctic Russia. Thus, this seasonal
population would usually contain a pool of genes established in several or
many parental populations in Russia, and so exhibit the great amount of
genetic variation which should largely be attributed to geographic
-thAt
variations. This speculation is verified by the fact)..the DNA fingerprints of
-the- Bewick's Swans at Slimbridge are most variable. It might be proved that the
degree of variation of DNA fingerprints is not so high within a single
Russia population.
To a large extent, the Caerlaverock population of Whooper Swan is
similar to the Slimbridge population of Bewick's Swan. It is believed that
Icelandic and Scandinavian Whooper Swans emigrate into Scotland each
year for wintering. In addition, a considerable interchange of wintering
Whooper Swans takes place between Scotland and Ireland each year (Boyd
and Eltringham 1962). This frequent gene flow might have connibuted
much to the maintenance of mini satellite variation in this population.
Mute Swans are largely non-migratory. Unlike Bewick's and Whooper
Swans, Mutes tend to breed in the general area where they were raised. It
was reported that as many as 70.2'11 of Mute Swans in Britain travel less
than 10 miles and even more distant movements only occurred along
watercourses (Ogilvie 1967). Also, Birkhead and Perrins (1986) stated
· · · · · · thenumber of birds movin, in and out of anyone of Britain's main
river systems is sufficiendy small that this has, at most, very trivial effects
on population cbanges". The Mute Swans at Abbotsbury are colonially-
breeding birds. The relatiV~small effective population size and possible
incestuous mating may have brought about the low genetic variation in this
8S
population (see next section). On the other hand, the mutation frequency of
fingerprint bands in the Mute Swans is also relatively low, which may have
an impact on the amount of genetic variation in this species.
4.3 INTER·POPULATION VARIATION
4.3.1 Application of Genetic Identity Measures of Nei
Because of the complexity of DNA fingerprints, the methods for
statistical analysis developed so far remain incomplete, which may mislead
fingerprinters into wrong conclusions. To reliably measure genetic
variation between populations, it is useful to introduce more indices of
.._.ill
genetic identity. We therefo_~tty the genetic measure of Nei to compare
DNA fmgerprint proflles between populations.
Nei (1972) proposed the genetic identity at a locus between two
populations X and Y, in which the frequencies of the ith alleles are Xi in X
and Yi in Y, as
Ii -l:xiYi/(l:xi2Yi2)1/2 = jxy/(jxjy)l/2
1be identity of genes between X and Y with respect to all loci is:
I- JXy/(JXJy)l/2
where Jx,Jy and JXY are the arithmetic means of Jx. jy and jXY,
respectively, over aU loci.
Now assuming that .. only ODe allele at a minisatellire locus is resolved
iD a DNA fm.erprint; b, this aDele is represented by one fmgerprint band;
e, the allele frequencies are homoaeaeous, then we get
Jx -l:XtIN and Jy - 1:Yt!N
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where Xt and Yt are the frequencies of a band representing the rlh locus
in populations X and Y, respectively, and N is the total number of loci
resolved in DNA fingerprints; and
JXY • I PtlN.
4N«
where Pt is the frequency of a given band, which\is lower, either Xt or Yt
at the dh locus.
The genetic identity of DNA fmgerprints between populations X and Y
is
Ippa JXy/(JXJy)I/2. Ipt/(XtYt)l/2
This quantity is unity when the two populations have the same fmgerprint
bands iD identical frequencies, while it is zero when they have no identical
band.
4.3.1 Genetic Similarity between Lotblan and
Abbotsbur, Populations of Mute Swan
Eight birds chosen from the Lothian population and seven from the
Abbotsbury population were fmgerprinted with a combination of pSPT19.6
and HaelII (Fig. 4.6). All the birds from each population are adults,
supposedly not closely related. While scoring the fingerprints, only seven
out of daht from the Lothian population were taken into account so that the
relative frequencies of a given band in the two populations are comparable.
The mean similarity coefficients (F) and genetic identity (Ipp) within
and between the populations were calculated, and listed in Table 4.3. The
mean number of bands per fingerprint is not significantly different
(P>O.05) between the populations. The mean similarity coefficient in the
Lothian population is 0.327, lower than that (0.364) in the Abbotsbury
population.
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Abbotsbury Lothian
Fig.4.6 Comparison of DNA fingerprints between two Mute
Swan populations. Eight and seven birds were randomly chosen from the Lothian
and Caerlaverock populations. respectively. The birds from each population were
presumably unrelated. All the birds were fingerprinted with HaellI/pSPT19.6 under
the stringency of O.5Xsse. While scoring. only seven Lothian swans were done.
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However. this difference is DOt statistically significant (P>O.05). It is likely
that the differentiation of minisatellitcs in these two populations is~recent
event which is not readily detected.
The mean similarity coeffICient between the two populations is 0.294.
This value is remarkably lower than that within the Abbotsbury population
(P<O.05). but not different from that within the Lothian population. The
genetic identity between the two populations is lower than that between
random groups of the Abbotsbury birds (P<O.Ol). suggesting that the allelic
frequencies at minisatellite loci are different in the two populations. This
might imply that these two populations are undergoing differentiation in
their genomic structures. It is not clear whether this differentiation has been
followed by morphological or physiological changes. The decrease of
genetic identity between conspecific populations may be due to differential
selection under different environments and geographic isolation.
In some aspects. the Abbotsbury population of Mute Swan is very
different from the other British populations. It is a semi-domesticated
population. which was established by monks about 900 years ago (Scott and
Wildfowl Trust 1972). All the birds there breed in a dense colony. and nest
only a few metres apart from one another. The breeding colony itself
regularly contains only 30-50 pairs. Because of shortage of breeding
territories, some birds of breeding age fail to breed. Immigrants who
enter there for plenty of food supplied at Abbotsbury will return to their
own territories for breeding so that immigration does not change the
structure of the population. We speculate that the higher degree of genetic
unifo~(within the Abbotsbury population might result from the early
founder effect and constantly smaller effective population size. It remains
unknown whether incestuous mating could be favoured due to the habit of
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colony breeding.The Mute Swans at Lothians, Scotland, are distributed over
a large area, including East Lothian, Midlothian and West Lothian. The
frequent free-interchange of the birds in these small areas should result in
effective exchange of genes, maintaining the substantial genetic variation in
this population.
4.4 INTERSPECIFIC VARIATION
DNA rmgerprints of swans are subject to specific differentiation. As
shown in Figs. 4.1-4.4, DNA fingerprints of different species, using the
probe pSPT19.6 and enzyme HaeDI. have their own recognizable features
in addition to a great deal of intraspecific variation. The details are
discussed below with respect to the four species of Swan: Cygnus bewickii,
Cygnus olor, Cyg1lUSbuccinator and Cygnus cygnus.
4.4.1 Variation in Band Number and in Distribution
Pattern of Bandinl
The Jeffreys' polycore probe pSPT19.6 detects a number of
minisatellites in the genomes of various species. The mean number of
rmgerprint bands is, in the size range 3O-4Kb, 27.S for the Mute Swans,
22.3 for the Bewick's Swans, 22.2 for the Trumpeter Swans and 21.6 for
the Whooper Swans (Table 4.4). The difference is significant (P<O.OI)
between the Mute Swans and any of the other three, while the difference
among the latter three is i-teg!i9ib1e.. Lookinl at the distribution of bands, we
note that Mute Swans indeed have a higher number of large bands ~1 OKb)
in their DNA finlerprints than have the other species, whereas the number
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Table 4.4 Distribution pattern of fln&erprint banels in different
species of swans, based on Fip 4.1-4.4
Si2le No. bands per bin1Similarity Coefficient Band sharing
Species range +sem +sem +sem
>10Kb 7.1+0.41 0.178+0.021 0.181+0.015
Bewick's 10-5Kb 10.5+0.73 0.209+0.019 0.215+0.015
C. bewickU s-4Kb 4.7+0.40 0.416+0.024 0.429+0.019
0Yerall 22.3+0.96 0.248+0.012 0.250+0.009
>10Kb 11.1+0.0.55 0.326+0.019 0.330+0.014
MUle 10-5Kb 11.1+0.30 0.349+0.014 0.351-+0.021
C.olor s-4Kb 5.5+0.45 0.694+0.021 0.719+0.020
0YeraIl 27.5+1.00 0.404+0.014 0.407+0.010
>10Kb 6.9+0.41 0.381+0.027 0.387+0.020
Tnnnpea 10-5Kb 11.7+0.30 0.509+0.016 0.510+0.012
C'. buccinator s-4Kb 3.6+0.43 0.314+0.033 0.334+0.026
Ownll 22.2+0.49 0.442+0.017 0.443+0.012
>10Kb 7.9+0.48 0.228+0.026 0.232+0.019
Wbooper 10-5Kb 9.9+0.57 0.284+0.022 0.289+0.016
C. cygnus 5-4Kb 3.8+0.29 0.346+0.033 0.356+0.025
Overall 21.6+0.76 0.276+0.016 0.277+0.011
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of small bands from 10 to 4Kb in size is not different from one another
among the four species. Moreover, bands present in DNA fingerprints of
Mute Swans are relatively evenly spaced, and have similar autoradiographic
intensities, unlike those in the other species that are unevenly scattered and
vary a great deal in intensity. 1bese results suggest that there may be closer
taxonomic afftnity among the Bewick's, Trumpeter and Whooper Swans.
To test whether the probe pSPT18.1 S is able to generate species-
specifIC DNA fingerprints, the same birds as used for the pSPT19.6 were
fingerprinted with this probe. Interestingly this probe detects many more
bands, but the fingerprint banding patterns in different species are so
similar to one another that the species are indistinguishable (Fig. 4.S). It is
(lJ1
not clear whether the two polycore probes are different in fvolutionary
sense.
4.4.2 A Possible Dialnostic Minisatellite Locus
The Mute Swans are readily distinguished from the northern swans:
Bewick's, Trumpeter and Wbooper Swans, based on the total number of
bands per individual in the Hae11l/pSPT19.6 fingerprints. But we cannot
discriminate the northern swans in this way. Fortunately, the presence of
some diagnostic bands offers an access. These bands have~b-ongest
autoradiographic inteDsity, even if hybridizations perfon::. under higher
string~onditions (0.3 X sse, data not shown here). The number and size
distribution of these bands ( hereafter referred to as 'stroDa bands') are
unique to species.
The Whooper Swan's DNA fingerprints all have a strong band of
approximately SKb in size (marked with arrowhead in Fig.4.4). In the size
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range 4.7-4.0Kb, each fingerprint has 1-4 strong bands. In addition, every
one has one or two strong bands mosdy located at the position of 12.2-
10.8Kb. However, the number of such strong bands reduces to only one or
two that have a length of approximately 21.2-18.2Kb, when Hinff-digests
are hybridized to the same probe (data not shown here). The pedigree
analysis showed that two strong bands present in anyone of parents are
segregated into offspring as two alleles at a heterozygous locus (Fig.3.3). It
is suggested that these strong bands are derived from the alleles at a single
minisatellite locus. If so, six alleles have been detected at this locus among
the fifteen birds. The alleles at this locus contain different numbers of
internal Haenl sites (CC/GG), and that common Haem fragment might
mean its conservation in the evolutionary process.
The Trumpeter Swans have one to three strong bands in their DNA
fingerprints. The size range of these bands is from 21.2 to 9.4Kb. The band
of 9.4Kb in size and its companion band of 11.0Kb in size may be
derived from the same allele. The diagnostic locus in this species has no
more than three alleles resolved here among 1S birds, supporting the
observation that minisateUites of the Trumpeter Swans are less variable.
Similarly, DNA fingerprints of Bewick's Swan have only one or two
strong bands in the size range 17.0-10.SKb. These bands differ markedly
from one another in size. Provided that they are derived from the same
diagnostic locus, 11 alleles have been resolved among IS birds and the
frequeoo~ vary from 0.067 to 0.400.
Unlike the northern swans discussed above, the Mute Swan's
fingerprints possess many strong bands that cannot be defined as alleles at a
single locus.
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4.4.3 Discussion
Swan species are identified, like most other higher organisms, based on
morphology and behaviour. With a little controversy. swans are arranged in
seven species: Cygnus bewickii (Bewick's Swan), Cygnus columbian us
(Whistling Swan), Cygnus cygnus (Whooper Swan), Cygnus buccinator
(Trumpeter Swan). Cygnus olor (Mute Swan), Cygnus atratus (Black
Swan) and Cygnus wulanocoryphus (Black-necked Swan) (Delacour and
Mayr 1945), while the species Coscoroba coscoroba is also called Swan by
some ornithologists (Scott and Wildfowl Trust 1972). Cygnus columbianus
and CygnlU bewickii are treated by most ornithologists as subspecies of the
same species because of insufficient difference between the two. It is likely
that the speciation of swans takes the allopatric mock; YrY!~ that genetic
change takes place during the period of geographic isolation and eventually
leads to the reproductive isolation.
Taxonomists are mostly concerned with the uniformity of the
populatioll rather than the differences Although they are highly variable
among individuals within the same species, the minisatellites in swans show
a certain degree of conspccific uniformity. and could separate the species.
For example, DNA fingerprinting reveals that the Mute Swan is relatively
distant from all the three northern species studied here, and that all the
Whooper Swans have a conservative HaeIII minisatellite fragment.
consistent with the outcome of comparisons based on the other typological
characters. This does not mean that DNA fingerprinting is a proper method
for studyin& the typology of swans. -~-Speciation is a process of adaption
of integrated aeoe complexity. Whatever function of minisateUites could be,
it seems that some minisatellites of swans are coadapted with other
characteR. The differentiation of minisatellites may be the result of
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adaption to different environments or genetic drift. It is unlikely that new
variants of minisatellites directly respond to the selective forces that lead to
fixation or elimination, since there is no evidence that the minisatellites have
.an impact on any phenotypic characters. More likely, the minisatellites
evolve merely through genetic drift or through the evolution of flanking or
closely linked sequences.
4.5 CONCLUSION
DNA fingerprinting using the polycore minisatellite probes
discloses a great amount of genetic variation in ·c_' natural populations of
swans. The quantity of variation in the Slimbridge Bewick's Swans is
highest, second in the Caerlaverock Whooper Swans, third in the
Abbotsbury Mute Swans and lowest in the Montana Trumpeter Swans. It is
suggested that gene flow and genetic drift play an important role in
Cl
maintaining the intrapopulfion variation. The study in the two Mute Swan
populations shows that they differ to a certain degree in the variability of
their mini satellites, and that the interpopulation variation is greater than the
intrapopulation variation. The habit of colony-breeding of Mute Swans at
Abbotsbury may be the reason that this population has a lower amount of
minisatellite variation. Moreover, some mini satellites of swans are
undergoing differentiation among the species, though the function of
mini satellites remain mysterious. It is concluded from DNA fingerprints
that Bewick's, Trumpeter and Whooper Swans are relatively closely related
to one another, yet distant from the Mute Swan. DNA fmgerprinting proves
to be powerful for revealing the genetic variation in natural populations,
and also useful for studying evolutionary biology of animals.
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CHAPTER 5
PARENTAGE TESTS BY DNA FINGERPRINTING
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Studies of evolutionary biology very often require the identification of
individuals and the determination of genetic relationships between them.
For example, when studying reproductive success, one must know whether
a male is the true father of his attendant young. The recognition of
individuality and the establishment of relationships between birds are
usually achieved by field-watching the activities of the birds wearing a
• rout
numbered ring on one leg through"their life. Because of discontinuities lrl
field observations, or failure to identify the parents, pedigree data really
need to be conflrmed by means of genetic analysis. Such analyses rely on
the availability of genetic markers that should be polymorphic and inherited
in a simple fashion. The use of traditional genetic markers such as
morphological characters, blood groups, chromosome inversions and multi-
forms of enzymes are restricted due to their insufficient polymorphisms.
The lack of a large number of polymorphic genetic markers became a
serious problem for determining the true biological relationships and
thereby confirming hypotheses on reproductive biology of animals.
Although the finding of locus-specific restriction fragment length
polymorphisms (RFLPs)in genomic and mitochondrial DNA provides an
unlimited source of genetic markers, the exclusion probability of parentage
using these markers is low due to their low variability. Usually many RFLP
probes have to be used in combination to obtain a precise conclusion (Quinn
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et al. 1987). Therefore there has been a need for methods that are more
powerful and easy to use.
DNA fingerprinting is the best-- of such methods. A DNA
fingerprinting probe can simultaneously detect dozens of minisatellite loci
in the genome, with very low allelic frequencies. Its power could be
equivalent to the sum of dozens of locus-specific RFLP probes. The
usefulness of DNA fingerprinting in determining true genetic relationships
was at once recognized (Jeffreys et al. 1985b), and first came into use for
resolving an immigration dispute in humans(Jeffreys et al. 1985C).
Furthermore, biologists have been pleased that the available DNA
fingerprinting probes can be applied to a wide spectrum of species. In
particular, DNA fingerprinting has been successfully used to test paternities
in the house sparrow Passer domesticus (Wetton et al. 1987), dunnock
Prunella modularis (Burke et al. 1989, long-finned pilot whale
Globicephala banaena (Amos and Dover 1990) and swallow Hirundo rustica
(Wellbourn et al. 1990).
Swans are believed to be strictly monogamous. A male and a female
form a pair bond and this may last for a lifetime. If the pair breeds, both
cooperatively participate in raising the young. However, there are
exceptions from this simple mating behaviour. For example, Minton (1968)
reported several cases of divorce and change of mates in the Mute Swans in
central England. Polygamous breeding (extra-pair copulation) has also
been noted among captive as well as among wild Mute Swans (Scott and
Wildfowl Trust 1972). There have probably been more such cases, which
have not been seen because of the lack of methods for confirming the
genetic relationships among individuals. This study is intended to assess
genealogical relationships between cygnets and their putative parents in
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swans by using the DNA fingerprinting technique, and thereby study the
reproductive biology of swans.
5.2 PARENTAGE ANALYSIS IN WILD POPULATIONS
5.2.1 Materials and Methods
The parentage analyses in this study were primarily done on two wild
populations of swans. The first one is the Whooper Swan population at
Caerlaverock, Scotland, and the other is the Mute Swan population at
Lothians, Scotland.
The Whooper Swans were captured and blood-sampled in 1987 and
1988. According to - field observatioll a total of 109 birds were grouped
into 25 broods, 20 families (some families consist of two brooc:lshatchedin
the two successive years). All the families except one include both putative
father and mother. The birds were fingerprinted with pSPT19.6 on HaeID
digests as well as on Hintl digests.
The Mute Swans were sampled in 1987, among which there are 16
families, including 93 birds. However, three are partial families with one offu
parents unsampled. All these swans were fingerprinted with
pSPTI9.6/Haeln.
Some other families, independently sampled at various locations, were
also analysed by DNA fingerprinting. The results obtained from these
families can embody some aspects of mating behaviour of the species that
they represent, and hence will be presented.
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When analysing DNA fingerprint profiles, mismatches between
putative parents and their attendant cygnets can be readily ascertained by the
following criteria:
.the proportion of novel bands go beyond the mutation rate;
.similarity coefficients between the putative parents and
cygnets are strikingly low;
.the probability of parentage is small based on the analysis
method described by Brookfield (1989).
5.2.2 Examples of Parentage Analyses
5.2.2.1 MULTIPLE PATERNITY AND MATERNITY IN A SINGLE
BROOD OF TIlE MUTE SWAN
A Mute Swan 'family', sampled at Abbotsbury in 1987, consisted of
two adults and six cygnets. They were watched living together as a family at
the time of capture. These birds were DNA-fingerprinted with
pSPTI9.6/HaelII and their DNA fingerprints were shown in Fig. 5.1.
When comparing the DNA fmgerprints of the cygnets with those of the
two adults, all the bands in cygnet A can be found in either of the adults;
however, the remaining cygnets all have 5-8 :-~~ bands that are absent
from the adults (Table 5.1). If these novel bands all arise through mutation,
then the mutation rate is much higher than thctestimaced in the Mute Swans
(see Chapter 3). It is ~ifaly~Ii"'that a single cygnet has so many
independent mutations (P<l()-4). Inclusive of all the cygnets, the analysis
also shows that the segregation of heterozygous paternal or maternal bands
100
4 4 4
Fig.5.1 DNA fingerprints of a mismatching Mute Swan family. All the
birds were fingerprinted with pSPT19.6/HaeIII. Mismatched bands in the cygnets
were indicated with an arrowhead.
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Table 5.2 Probabilities of parentages In tbe mismatcbing Mute
Swan family
paY'ent~ Models I~ ~-.,.. -_
..-:-
Cygnets
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 2 3 4
A 4.6XIO·U 6.SXIO-13 l.7XIO-17 1.3XIO-16
B I.1XIO-21 1.IX 10-20 9.SXIO-14 9.SXIO-18
C l.9XIO-29 2.7Xlo-IB 9.4XIO-19 2.9XIO-17
0 6.4XIO-27 8.3XIO-22 7.2XIO-U 1.4XIO-17
E 6.3XIO-29 1.BXIO-17 9.4XIO-19 2.9XIO-17
F 7.4XlO-2S 2.7XIO-18 4.1XIO-17 2.9XIO-17
Parentage test is conducted under four models: Model I, both adults are the parents;
Model 2, the male is the parent and the female is not; Model 3, th~e is the parent
and the male is not; Model 4, the two adults are not the parents. The most likely
model (MLM) is the one with the highest probability, and shown in bold The models
with a probability that is not significantly (P>O.OS) different from that of the MLM
are shown in italic.
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significantly deviates from the binomial distribution (P<0.05). It is certain
that the true parentage in this family is not as observed in the field.
Because the two adults share a high proportion of bands (F=O.408), in
this case similarity coefficients between the adults and cygnets become less
important as indicator.sof relatedness. Here we use Brookfield's method
(1989) to compute the probabilities of four models for each cygnet (Table
'\:obe.
5.2). The outcome indicates that the female is : likely~e mother of
-to be
cygnets A, B, D and F, and that the male is ~likely~the father of cygnet
A. For cygnets e and E, both Models I and 4 are possible, but Model 4 is
more likely. So it is likely that cygnets e and E have genetic parents other
than the fostering adults. The analysis of relationships among the cygnets
indicates that cygnets B, 0 and F probably have the same father, and that
cygnets e and E may probably be derived from the same brood.
Thus in this group of swans, the two adults only have one shared
offspring (cygnet A). the remaining cygnets presumably have at least one
extra mother or father. The establishment of this community must have
involved extra-pair copulation and intraspecific nest parasitism (lNP), or
adoption of an outsider female's young.
5.2.2.2 PARENTAGE ANALYSIS IN A MULTI-BROOD FAMll..Y
According to .: ~ field observationt an adult male IFP was very active.
He changed his mate three times within three breeding seasons. In 1986/87,
he and his mate HAU guarded two cygnets IHY and lIP. In the following
year he was paired with another female lLD, and accompanied three
cygnets IUe, lTV and lUU. In the third year (1988/89), he paired with
female ISV and no cygnets were found with them.
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All the birds were fingerprinted with pSPT19.6/Hinfi. The similarity
coefficients between the pairs of adults range from 0.190 to 0.254 with a.-
mean of 0.233 (SD=O.026), suggesting that they are not closely related so
that the values of F for the parents/offsprings should be approximately 0.5.
The actual values of F between the adults and cygnets are listed in Table
5.3. The figures convince us that the female adult HAU was the mother of
cygnets IHY and lIP, that ILD was the the mother of ruc, lTU and mu,
and that ISV was related to none of the cygnets. However, this is not the the
case for the male adult IFP. The similarity coefficients between IFP and
cygnets IHY, IUC, ITU and IUU are all reasonably close to 0.5 ( the
-the. v'w
mean=O.482, SD=O.116), supporting~hat he is the father of these cygnets.
His paternity for cygnet lIP is under suspicion because the F between them
is 0.300, well below 0.5. In addition, the mean of Fs for the full-sibs
IUC/lTU/lUU is 0.689 (SD=O.087), whereas F between IHY and llP is only
0.333, further suggesting that the cygnet lIP had an uncertain father instead
of IFP.
The probabilities of parentages in this family were calculated as
previou~ The results (Table 5.4) show that all the cygnets had unambiguous
maternity, and that IFP is unlikely to be the father of cygnet lIP. The
female HAU must have an unidentified mate who fertilized HAU to produce
the young lIP.
5.2.2.3 ALLOPARENTAL BEHAVIOUR IN MUTE SWANS (Cygnus
olor), DETECTED BY DNA FINGERPRINTING
(This is an independent paper that has been submitted for publication in the
Proceedingsof theThird InternationalSwanSymposium.)
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5.2.3 Proportion of Broods with Multiple parentage
As demonstrated in the above section, parental care of cygnets by
adults does not necessarily manifest the true paternity nor maternity in
swans. Parentage analysis over a population could allow the estimation of
the proportion of broods with multiple parentage.
In the Lothian population of the Mute Swans, 3 out of 16 families have
one or two mismatching cygnets, giving a rate of 18.75%. Of the four
mismatching cygnets, three have correct paternity but incorrect maternity,
and one has correct maternity and incorrect paternity, indicating the
involvement of extra-pair fertilizations (EPFs). The incidence of EPFs for
the pair male and female is 10.34% and 3.4%, respectively. The extra-pair
fertilization of a putative father must be followed by the intraspecific nest
parasitism (INP). The result suggests that an outsider female engaging in
extra-pair copulation usually produces eggs in the nest of her extra mate, or
gives up the duty of rearing the young following hatching. The EPF rate
-k .
among the cygnets is 4.3%, much lower than that in).house sparrow Passer
domesticus (Welton et al. in prep.) and in swallows Hirundo rustia;
(Wellboum et al. (990).
The examination of parentage among 25 broods contained in 20
complete families from the Caerlaverock Whooper Swan population reveals
only one mismatching brood, which was described in section 5.2.2.2. It is a
case of extra-pair fertilization. The incidence of EPFs is extremely low in
the Whooper Swan.
EPFs or INP also takes place in the Trumpeter Swan. However, the
insufficient number of families from the Trumpeter and Bewick's Swans
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provides no opportunity to investigate reproductive behaviour in these
species by DNA fingerprinting,
5.3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
DNA fingerprinting has become a useful tool for parentage
ascertainment in wild populations of birds. Using this technique, parentage
exclusion is quite straightforward. Particularly when maternity is certain,
paternity can be simply excluded if the offspring has some minisatellite
markers that cannot be attributed to the mother nor to the putative father. It
was estimated that using a single minisatellite probe (33.15) the probability
of non-detection of an incorrectly assigned father in house sparrow would
be only about 3xl0-6 if the putative father was unrelated to the genetic
father (Burke and Bruford 1987) and about 0.01 in man if it was a close
relative (brother or father) (Jeffreys et al. 1985b). By contrast, using
biochemical markers the probability of non-detection in dogs was 0.3-0.6
(Gundel and Reetz 1981). In house sparrows again but by examining seven
enzyme loci, as high as some 50% of mismatching progeny . could not be
detected (Wetton and Parkin 1989). In fact, DNA fingerprinting has been
extensively used for paternity-testing human beings (Jeffreys et al. 1985c,
Wells et al. 1988, Helminen et al. 1988), and for demographic study of wild
birds (Wetton et al. 1987, Burke and Bruford 1987, Burke et al. 1989,
Wellboum et al. 1990). It has been demonstrated above that the use of a
single polycore probe and one enzyme is usua.C!ysufficient to identify cases
of incorrectly assigned parentage in swans.
This study reveals that extra-pair fertilization, intraspecific nest
parasitism and alloparental care all occur in swans. These reproductive
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behaviours indeed have been reported in a large and growing number of
species of monogamous birds (for review see Ford 1983, Riedman 1982 and
Rohwer 1989), due to increasing interest and applications of new techniques
fer identifying individuals. In wild swans, however, very feyv cases of extra-
pair copulation and egg dumping had been reported (Dewer 1936, Huxley
1947, Miers and Williams 1969). The reason for this is the difficulty of
-th2.
routinely observing the mating behaviour, and~ack of appropriate methods
to verify pedigree records. DNA fingerprinting provides an alternative
approach for studying the mating biology of swans..
We have found that the EPF rate in swans is very low, supporting the
visv(:: that swans are faithful to their mates. However, it is notable that the
EPF rate in the Whooper Swan is less than in the Mute Swan. This is not
surprising if we consider the cost of EPFs and accompanying alloparental
care. Whooper Swans are migratory. The young birds remain with their
parents during most of their first year of life and the whole family may
move from place to place (Scott and Wildfowl Trust 1972). Extra-pair
fertilizations or adoption of another female's young will lead to the increase
0..
of brood size, and consequently give the pair "heavy burden for looking
after the young. The pair is unwilling or unable to invest too much energy
10
m intensive care of the young, and hence copulations are restricted kwithin
the pair-bond. By contrast, Mute Swans are largely non-migratory. The
investment of a pair In raising their young is considerably less. The adopted
young would not give the pair much trouble. Therefore, extra-pair
fertilization and alloparental behaviour are relatively common in the Mute
Swan .
It is also noted that the cygnets resultingfrom the EPFs were raised by
the pair male in most cases in the Mute Swan. It is probable that the extra
mate of the pair male is a non-breeder who has no experience in hatching
110
and rearing the young, so that she lays eggs in her rival's nest or leaves the
newborn behind.
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CHAPTER 6
ISOLATION OF SWAN MINISATELLITES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
DNA fingerprinting has proved to be potent for individual recognition.
However, its usefulness for assignment of paternity has been challenged by
statistical problems and poor resolution of fingerprinting gels, so that not all
conclusions are unambiguous (Lewin 1988, Cohn 1990, also see Chapter 5).
Furthermore, screening a population of adults to identify one or both
missing parents using DNA fingerprinting is costly and time-consuming and
might be inefficient. Therefore, the application of locus-specific probes
(LSPs) that are capable of detecting multialleles, combined Withtse of
multilocus DNA fingerprinting probes, may greatly facilitate the
establishment of kinships in a population due t~implicity of SLP analysis.
However, it is inefficient to obtain the polymorphic LSPs by screening
single-copy genomic sequences, because these sequences are relatively
conservative (Schumm et al. 1988, Bowden et al. 1989). The
hypervariability of mini satellites makes it ideal to develop polymorphic
SLPs by cloning individual minisatellites. The availability of single
minisatellites will also allow the mapping of their locations and the study of
the evolution of minisatellite sequences. Wong et al. (1986) demonstrated in
humans that hypervariable minisatellites are clonable. Indeed large-scale
isolation of human minisatellites have been done (Wong et al. 1987,
Nakamura et al. 1987, 1988). Some polymorphic minisatellites of animals
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have also been isolated (Kelly et al. 1989, Gyllensten et al. 1989, Hanotte et
al. 1990).
Two approaches have been used to isolate the minisatellites in the
genome. One is by directly cloning specific minisatellites selected from a
DNA fingerprint (Wong et al. 1986); the other is by screening random
minisatellites from a genomic library using either pre-existing minisatellite
probes (Wong et al. 1987, Gyllensten et al. 1989, Kelly et al. 1989, Washio
et al. 1989, Hanotte et al. 1990) or synthetic oligonucleotides similar to
-thQ consensus sequence of VNTR markers (Nakamura et al. 1987, 1988).
Although both approaches are equally efficient, the latter approach was
adopted in this study since a genomic library could be repetitively used for
various purposes.
6.2 CHOICE OF VECTORS AND BACTERIAL STRAINS
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF GENOMIC LIBRARY
6.2.1 Choice of Vectors
Plasmid; bacteriophagesfk) and cosmidscan all be used as . vectonto
construct a genomic library. The choice is determined by the length of the
sequences under consideration. Most plasmid vectors can accept fragments
of foreign DNA up to 10Kb in size, which are shorter than most genes of
higher eukaryotes and therefo.eare not satisfactory for constructing a
repre sentative genomic library. At the other extreme, a cosmid is a vector
that requires large pieces of foreign DNA, the recombinants containing
donor fragments of less than 33Kb are unlikely to be packaged into phage 1
particles (Feiss et al. 1977, Collins 1979). As most minisatellites are less
than 23 Kb, it is not worth using cosmids since these cause more technical
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problems than cloning in phage A. Charomid vectors eliminate the capacity
limit of common cosmid vectors, allowing a wide size range (5.3-52Kb) of
genomic DNA fragments to be cloned (Saito andStark 1986); however, they
are more difficultio use th~~sual cosmid vectors. The remaining choice is
phage A, which ha\satisfactory capacity for our purpose as well as a wealth
of detailed information about its genomic organization and function. In fact,
the phage A has become the vector of choice for the routine construction of
genomic libraries since it was first used as a vector to clone bacterial genes
in 1974 (Murray and Murray 1974, Rambach and Tiollais 1974, Thomas et
al. 1974).
DNA of phage A is a linear duplex molecule of approximately 49Kb in
length. The genome is packaged into the head of the mature phage particle
as a linear double-stranded molecule with single-stranded 12-bp 5'-
protruding termini. The middle 'stuffer' of the genome, in which no
eisential1ge~ for lytic growth and plaque formation resides, can be replaced
with foreign DNA for cloning. Because the pbage DNA remains
packageable when its length is 78-105% of the wild type genome length
(Well et al. 1973), lambda replacement vectors can usually accept foreign
DNA fragments of 9-25Kb in size.
Nowadays, there are a variety of lambda vectors (Sambrook et al.
1989). For construction of a genomic library, several basic criteria to be
considered are: large vector capacity, multiple cloning sites, higb cloning
efficiency, minimum non-recombinant background, and ability to propagate
in recombination-deficient bosts. In this study, a replacement vector Lambda
GEMTM-II (Promega) was chosen.
Lambda GEMTM_l1 is a multi-functional genomic vector (Fig.6.1),
and has been constructed to maximize the size range (9-23Kb) of inserts.
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The presence of BamHI sites offers easy ligation of Sau3AI-created genomic
fragments to BamIn -cleaved A. arms, while the inserts can be released from
the chimeric phages by using the other unique restriction sites in the
polylinker region. The ligation products of the left arms and right arms are
too small to be packaged. The dual opposed bacteriophage 1'7 and SP6 RNA
polymerase promoters enable RNA probes specific to either ends of the
cloned insert to be generated in vitro, simplifying· chromosome walking.
-
Sfi I _. ~ii~i.
left T7 ~ )( cZ ~ w ~
left arm (20kb) central stuffer (14kb) right arm (9kb)
Fig. 6.1 Diagram or vector Lambda GEMTM·ll. From Figure 1 in
Promega Protocols and Applications Guide. photocopied with permission of Promega
Co.
Using Lambda GEMTM-II, the Spt: phenotypic selection against non-
recombinants is available. After the replacement of the central stuffer
fragment, the recombinants lack the red and gam genes involved in
recombination and can grow well when plated on a ReeBe host strain
containing a resident P2 lysogen (Kaiser and Murray 1985). However, the
growth of non-recombinants ligated between the central stuffer to arms is
restricted on E. coli P2 lysogen strains. Inasmuch as the molecules ligated
lIS
from arms cannot be packaged, Spt: genetic selection iswmeie~when the
central stuffer has been removed prior to ligation.
6.2.2 Choice of Host Strains
The choice of host strains is very important for successful propagation,
amplification and screening of a genomic library that embraces all the
sequences of the genome. The host of choice should ensure that all
recombinant A clones are able to grow with equal efficiency, and that any
cloned sequence is able to remain unchanged.
The growth of phage depends on viral replication and packaging,
which is the outcome of interactions between host and vector genes. The
product of the gam gene, which usually resides in the middle stuffer of the A
chromosome, inactivates Exonuclease V encoded by the reeDCD genes of E.
coli, so that concatameric A DNA produced via rolling-circle replication is
protected (Enquiss and Skalka 1973, Amundsen et al. 1986). However, the
recombinants arisen by cloning in most A replacement vectors are gam- red-
, and unable to produce the concatamers on rec+ hosts that are efficient
packageable substrates. Then the generation of packageable substrates
(dimers) relies on homologous recombination between monomeric circles
'" t«+cd'produced by a-form replicatio~ A host containing mutations in reeBeD is
otherwise required to propagate gam- phage, which could restore the
rolling-circle replication and concatamer formation.
It has been found that some sequences of genomic DNA are lethal to
the vector, or undergo rearrangment when recombinant phage are plated on
wild-type E. coli hosts (Leach and Stahl 1983, Wyman et al. 1985, Wong et
al. 1986), and these events were believed to be associated with host
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recombination systems. These sequences contain palindromes (i.e. inverted
repetitions) or direct repetitions (e.g. minisatellites), which are ubiquitous in
eukaryotic genomes (Wyman and Wortman 1987). The ree- hosts
(recombination deficient) have been used to pr'!pagate A phages containing
such sequences. Leach and Stahl (1983) reported that the palindrome-
containing A. phages can efficiently gene..r~. plaques only on strains
carrying the reeBC and sbcB mutations. However, the palindrome showed
instability. The viability and stability of the palindromes could be improved
by using the sbcC recD or sbcC reeD reeA strains (Chalker et al. 1988).
The main aim of this study was to isolate hypervariable minisatellites.
Since other researchers previously found that the minisatellite-containing A.
clones showed abnormal growth on rec+ hosts (Wong et al. 1986), we used
E. coli strain DL538 (hsdR, mcrAB, recDl009, sheC201, SupE44, .leu, pro,
Hri-I, P-) to propagate the library and the isolated minisatellite clones. This
strain is rec' and carries the sbcC mutation to enhance the stability of
recombinant phages. Another advantage is its tolerance to cytosine
methylation in phage recombinants to a certain degree, since eukaryotic
DNA is usually methylated (Woodcock et al. 1989).
6.3 METHODS FOR CONSTRUCTING GENOMIC LIBRARY
6.3.1 Isolation or bigh-molecular-weight genomic DNA
Withregard to exogenous DNA, the major requirement is that genomic
DNA should remain as intact as possible before being exposed to the
restriction enzyme that has been chosen for cloning. DNA breakage during
the isolation process mainly results from mechanical shearing. The
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fragments generated by mechanical shearing have flush ends, which cannot
ligate to the vector arms to form package able recombinants. Since such
fragments cannot be removed from the restriction digest, their presence in
the donor DNA preparation will lower the cloning efficiency. To obtain
DNA of high quality, the procedure for DNA extraction should minimize
the number of manipulation steps.
Blood samples were available from several species of swans. The Mute
Swan Cygnus olor was selected for the construction of the genomic library
because it is a well-studied species and hundreds of blood samples had been
collected from different populations. The latter fact made it possible to
study population genetics using SLPs. Genomic DNA was extracted from a
bird (YLXI), sampled at Abbotsbury, England.
The method of DNA extraction was a scale-up of the one described in
Chapter 2, but with more precautions. Approximately 2.2mg of high-
molecular-weight (>IOOKb)DNA was obtained from 0.3ml of blood.
6.3.2 Size Fractionation of Genomic DNA Digest
In order that a genomic library covers as completelthe geno~ as
possible and consists of as few clones as possible, random fragments from
the entire genome should be used for cloning. Random fragmentation of
genomic DNA can be achieved by controlled mechanical shearing (Maniatis
et al. 1978), or more conveniently by digestion with restriction enzymes.
The most common enzymes used for cloning, recognizing either
hexanucleotides or tetranucleotides, cleave genomic DNA into pieces that
are smaller than clonable size if the digestion has gone to completion. This
can be circumvented by partial digestion, which leaves some of target sites
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uncut so as to produce a set of overlapping fragments in the desired size
range.
..
w:t;tJ~
Less frequently cutting enzymes, such as EcoRI <en average once every
4096bp in random sequence DNA), may release long stretches due to lack of
cleavage sites. Large fragments cannot be cloned in certain vectors, thereby
Q.
resulting in loss of some regions. By contrast, 4-bp enzymes have~higher
density of target sites in the genome and provide even cutting of the DNA.
So for most cloning strategies, frequen;:ut enzymes are used, for example,
Sau3AI or MOOI.
The vector Lambda GEM'fM-ll has :two BamHI sites, so Sau3AI is
used in this study. Sau3AI cuts the DNA at IGATC sites, leaving a 5'-
overhanging terminus CTAG that is compatible with the single-stranded
projection generated by BamID cleavage (G/GATCC). Sau3AI on average
cleaves a long random DNA molecule once every 256 base pairs, provided
that all bases are equally frequent. To generate fragments in the size range
10-23KB, the enzyme is only required to cut at 1/40-1/90 of the available
-the,
recognition sites, which can be performed by controlling ~enzyme
concentration or reaction duration.
The partial genomic digest will certainly contain a proportion of
fragments that go beyond the limits in size for a particular vector. Such
fragments ligate to the vector arms to form unpackageable recombinants.
Furthermore, smaller fragments might self-ligate to form multiple insens.
Therefore it is necessary to prevent the random association of genomic
DNA fragments during cloning. One of methods is the physical separation
of fragments of the desired sizes, which gives rise to higber cloning
efficiency.
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The vector Lambda GEMTM-ll accepts donor DNA fragments in the
size range 9-23Kb. Fragments in that range can be physically separated
from the rest either by velocity centrifugation through sodium chloride or
sucrose gradients or by electroelution following electrophoresis in agarose
gel (Maniatis et al. 1982). The latter was used in this study.
Protocol For Preparation of Donor DNA fragments:
1. Digest 2S~ genomic DNA with Sau3AI (0.0334 units/J,LgDNA)
~gDNA
I.OJ,Ll Sau3AI (8unitshJ.l)
SOOJ.!.l lOX reactionbuffer 4
I~ BSA (Smg/ml)
SDWto Iml
Mix by gently inverting, then dispense the mixture into ten l.S-ml
Eppendorf tubes. Incubate at 370C for 30 minutes. Cool the reaction mixture
on ice. Take out an aliquot (O.S~g) of digest to check the progress of the
digestion on a 0.4% agarose gel. - When -,the fluorescence shows the
correct size distribution, stop the digestion reaction by adding 1/10 volume of
10XBPB.
...
2. Following the separation of ~au3AI genomic DNA digest on a 22-cm
long, 0.4% agarose gel overnight at 40 volts, the gel slices containing
fragments in the desired size range (9-23Kb) are cut out free from the other
pans under a transilluminator.
3. Heat a piece of dialysis tubing in boiling water containing ImM EDT A
for 10 minutes. Wash the tubing thoroughly with distilled water.
4. Seal one end of the tubing with a dialysis clip. Fill the baawith plenty of
O.SX TAE, and place the gel slices into the bag. Remove most of buffer and
any air bubbles. Then clip the other end of the bag just above the gel slices.
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S. Place the bag into a minigel tank holding plenty of O.SX TAE. After
running at 100 volts for 3 hours. reverse the polarity of the current for 2
minutes so as to release the DNA from the inner wall of the bag.
6. Open the bag and collect an of the buffer surrounding the gel slices into
Eppendorf tubes. Wash the inner wall of the bag with O.SX TAE and collect
the buffer into the tubes.
7. Pass the collected DNA solution through a column of packed siliconized
glass wool made in a l-ml syringe. Purify the DNA by extracting sequentially
once with phenol. once with phenol/chloroform and once with chloroform u
described inChapter 2.
8. Recover the DNA by ethanol precipitation. Resuspend the DNA pellet in
an appropriate volume of TE.
Using the above method, approximately 15J1g (in 65J1l TB) DNA
e,
fragments in the size range 9-23Kb were obtained from 250iJ.g of ~Sau3AI
genomic DNA partial digest. It was noted that a mere trace of fragments
less than 9.0Kb in size was present in the preparation.
6.3.3 Ligation and in vitro Packaging
The joining of DNA fragments through phosphodiester bonds is
catalyzed by DNA ligase that promotes the covalent linkage of the 31_
hydroxyl terminus of one strand of DNA to the 51-phosphate residue of a
second if both strands are paired on the same molecule (Lehman 1974). In a
ligation mixture. DNA fragments are fust joined between complementary
sticky ends through hydrogen bonds. then the ligase covalently seals the
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nicks present in the joined molecules. The first process has a low melting
temperature of 50 to 60C, while the ligase performs best at 370C.
Consequently, a ligation reaction is usually carried out at 10-160C as a
compromise. Since T4 DNA ligase can join sticky ends as well as flush ends,
it has been extensively used for cloningJ\ higher concentration of the
substrates will favour intermolecular joining over intra-molecular joining.
To become infectious phage particles, A recombinant DNA must be
packaged into phage hea~ Inasmuch as concatenated molecules and
multimers are the most efficient substrates for packaging, the ligation
conditions should favour the formation of concatenated molecules or
multimers, which depends on the molar ratio of arms to the inserts. The
optimum ratio for a particular experiment can only be determined by trial
reactions.
The A recombinant DNA can be efficiently packaged in vitro.
Packaging extracts are prepared from either one or two bacterial E. coli
strains containing lysogenic phage A and are commercially available. Two-
strain extracts are the mixtures of extracts prepared from two strains that
have complementary defects in A packaging protein genes (Hohn and Hohn
().
1974), and usually cause\ high background of plaques generated from
packaged endogenous phages. One-strain extract is prepared from a single
bacterial strain whose A prophage is deleted for cos sites and has much
lower endogenous phage background (Rosenberg et al. 1985). An extra
Cl.
advantage of fne-strain extract is that it is free from Eco K that can cleave
some genomic DNA cloned during packaging, since it is prepared from a
lysogenic bacterial strain of E. coli C rather than from E. coli K-12 derived
strains. The efficiency of packaging recombinant DNA (whichever system is
used) can be over l07pfu/J.18 of vector (Promega 1988), which is
CA.
sufficiently high for successful construction of ~representative genomic
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library. However, the packaging efficiency may vary between different
,~
batches of packagl{extracts.
In this study, a cloning kit was purchased from Promega. The kit
consisted of vector Lambda GEMTM_ll BamHI arms and one-strain
packawr,extracts. The central stuffer of the vector had been removed by the
manufacturer, which simplified the cloning procedure.
The method for ligation and in vitro packaging is adopted from the
manufacturer's recommendations (Promega 1987):
1. Set up ligation mixture in a O.S-ml Eppendorf tube
O.S~g Lambda GEM'fM-ll BamHI arms (lmglml)
O.S~g preparation of swan Sau3AI DNA fragments
O.S~ lOX ligase buffer
l.~ T4 ligase
H2°toS~
2. Incubate the mixture at 140Covernight
3. Thaw the packa&i~xtract (~) on ice. Add the ligation mixture to the
extract and mix by gendy flicking the tube. Incubate at room ternperatuR for 2
hours.
4. Add 44S~ of phage buffer and 2S~ chloroform to the packaging
mixture. Gently vortex tomix and allow the chloroform to settle to the bottom
of the tube. Chloroform will help to kill any viable bacterial celL
S. Store the packaged phage at 4OC.
6.3.4 Plating Bacteriophaae A
The packaged recombinants have to be introduced into E. coli cells to
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propagate via lytic growth. At the final stage of the phage infection, a
infected bacterial cell is lysed and the neighbouring bacteria become
infected by the progeny virus particles. If the infected cells are spread onto
a solid agar or agarose medium, then cell lysis can be visualized on a lawn.
of bacteria as a clear area, called a 'plaque'. The number of plaques is
equivalent to the number of viable packaged A. recombinants in the absence
of non-recombinant background, because each plaque contains the progeny
of a single phage particle.
Protocol for Plating Bacteriophage A
The following procedure is based on the method described by
Sambrook et al. (1989).
1. Preparation of plating bacterial cells: Grow an overnight culture of
bacterial strain DLS38 by inoculating a single colony into S ml of LB (or TB)
medium and incubate at 370C overnight The following day, inoculate SOml
of LB (or TB) medium, supplemented with O.Sml of 20,. maltose, with Iml
of the overnight culture and incubate with agitation at 370C until 0.0.600 has
reached 0.6. Centrifuge the cells at 4,OOOgfor 10minutes. Resuspend the cell
pellet in 10ml of 10mM MgS04. followed by incubating at 370C for 30
minutes. Store the cell preparation at 4OC.
2. Prepare tenfold serial dilutions of phage stock (packaged phage or phage
elution). Mix 0.1 ml of each dilution with 0.2ml of plating bacterial cells, and
incubate at 370C for 30 minutes to allow the phage particles to absorb to the
bacteria.
3. Add 3m1 of molten (45OC) top agarose (0.6") LB to the mixture.
Vortex briefly and immediately pour onto LB plates containing approximately
3Sml of hardened bottom agarose (1,.) LB. Allow the top agarose to harden
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and incubate inverted at 370C overnight Plaques will start to appear after 7
hours of incubation.
6.4 IDENTIFICATION AND ISOLATION OF
MINISATELLITE·CONTAINING PLAQUES
A genomic library may contain as many as 1()6(or more) independent
clones. It is essential to identify and isolate particular clones that contain a
sequence of interest from the library. The most commonly used method is
in situ hybridization (Benton and Davis 1977) if there is a suitable probe.
The phages are plated and the pattern of plaques is determined by
imprinting individual plaques from the agarose plate onto a membrane
filter. Theo the filter is riosed with alkali solution to denature the phage
DNA so that the phage DNA will be irreversibly bound to the filter by
baking. After that, the filter hybridization is carried out in the same way as
Southern blot hybridization. Following autoradiography ~,hybridizing
plaques will show their locations on the autoradiograph.
6.4.1 Procedure for Identification and Isolation or
Positive Clones
1. Mix O.4ml of the packaged pbage with O.6ml of plating bacterial cells.
Incubate at 370C for 30 minutes.
2. Add 2Sml of molten top agarose LB. Vortex and immediately spread
onto a 22.SX22.Scm plasticdish holding300m! of hardenedbottomagarose
LB.
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3. Leave for 30 minutes at room temperature and then incubate inverted at
370C overnight
4. Place the dish at 40C for at least one hour . This will prevent the top
layer from being removed when the filter is lifted.
S. Lay a sheet of 20X22cm dry Hybond-N (Amersham) filter on the
surface of the top layer, and allow to absorb for 30 seconds. Mark the filter
and the plate by stabbing through both with an hypodermic syringe needle
containing Indian ink. Lift the first filter and lay another dry filter following
the same procedure.
6. Place the fllters plaque-side up for S minutes on Whatman paper
presoaked in 2X SSC, S% SDS. Transfer the paper with filters to a
microwave oven and heat for 3 minutes at full setting. These treatments ~sult
in lysis of cells, denaturation of DNA and fixadon of DNA to the filter
(Buluwela et al. 1989).
7. Carry out filter hybridization as usual except that post-hybridization
wash is done in IX SSC and 0.1% SDS. One filter is probed with pSPT19.6
and the other with pSPTI8.1S.
8. Align the film with the plate following autoradiography . Pick the
positive plaques by invertedly plunging a S-ml test tube to the bottom through
the agarose surface inside which th~ is at least one positive plaque.
9. Expel the plaque-containing agarose into 2ml of phage buffer in a 2S-ml
test tube. Add SOi!Iof chlorofonn and vonex to kill the bacteria. Allow the
phage particles to diffuse out of the agarose at room temperatu~ for at least
two hours or at 40C overnight
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10. For storage of non-positive plaques, overlay the plate with lOOml of
phage buffer and place at 40C overnight. Remove the phage suspension to
two 50-ml sterile polypropylene tubes containing 2.5ml chloroform.
Centrifuge at 4.000g for 5 minutes to remove cell and agarose debris.
Transfer the supernatant to fresh tubes and add 0.3'1> chloroform. The phage
suspension is stored at 4OC.
Because the plaque density for plating the library is high, each isolate
contains more than one plaque. Therefore it is necessary to further
purify the isolates . _-=-~ to obtain the pure progeny of individual phage
particles. This has been achieved by three rounds of successive rescreening.
during which only well-separate positive plaques are isolated.
6.4.2 Preparation of Phage A. DNA
The method used for extraction of phage A DNA is based on that
described by Maniatis et al. (1982).
-tht
1.After.llastround purification, plate 2SmIof eluted phage on a 90cm petri
Cl
dish as previously described. To obtain~high yield of phage DNA. plaque
density should be very high (visualized as confluent).
2. Following incubation overnight, add Sml of phage buffer onto the plate
and elute the phage for 2 hours at room temperature with constant shaking or
overnight at 4OC.
3. Remove the buffer to a IS-mI polypropylene tube. Centrifuge at 8.000g
for 10minutes to remove bacterial debris.
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4. Recover the supernatant and add RNase A and DNase I to a fina!
concentration of IJ.1MU each. Incubate at 370C for 30 minutes.
5. Add an equal volume of 20% polyethylene glycol(pEG), 2M NaCI in
phage buffer and incubate for at least one hour at OOC (in ice-water). The PEG
absorbs water in the presence of salt, thereby causing phage panicle
0..
assemblies to precipitate asrhite mass.
6. Recover the precipitated phage by centrifugation at 10,OOOg for 20
minutes at 4OC.
7. Discard the supernatant and resuspend the phage pellet inO.Sml phage
buffer. Transfer the phage suspension to an Eppendorf tube and centrifuge for
2 minutes to remove debris.
8. Remove the supernatant to a fresh tube, followed by adding 5J.1l of 10%
SOS and 5~ of EDTA (pH 8.0). Incubate at 680C for 15 minutes.
9. Extract once with phenol, once with phenoVchlorofonn and once with
chloroform sequentially as described before.
10. To the final aqueous phase add an equal volume of absolute ethanol.
Freeze at -700c for one hour. Centrifuge for 15 minutes at 4oc.
11. Resuspend the phage DNA pellet in 5OJ.1l of TB buffer.
Using the above method, only six to ten microgran5of A DNA are
routinely obtained.
6.4.3 Results
Using the Lambda GEMTM-ll BamHI arms, the recombinant
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efficiency was 3.5Xl()S pfu/J.l.gDNA for our library construction. The
genomic library of the Mute Swan consisted of approximately 1.8XIOS
recombinants. By in situ hybridization, the polycore probes pSPr19.6 and
pSPT18.15 under low stringency (IX SSe) each revealed in the non-
amplified library several hundred positive recombinants, which showed
variation in autoradiographic intensity (Fig. 6.2). By using the two-
dimensional DNA fingerprinting system, Uitterlinden et al. (1989) indeed
resolved as many as 372 minisatellite fragments per individual for probe
33.15 and 625 for probe 33.6 in humans.
-that
In the [rrst round of screening, 40 plaques~sitively hybridized to
pSPT19.6 and 25 to pSPr18.15 were isolated from the genomic library.
Only 12 of them, half hybridized to pSPT19.6 and half to pSPT18.15, were
chosen to enter the next round of screening. This time only one well-
separate! positive plaque was isolated from each replating isolate, and was
..n.:
subjectalto another round of puri~cation. At}..last stage, IS positives
hybridized to pSPT19.6 and 13 to pSYf18.15 were isolated. These isolates
were numbered sequentially starting with A.coMS6.1and A.coMSls.l, in
which AcoMS6 and AcoMS15 referred to minisatellite-containing A phage
isolated from Cygnus Dior by hybridizing to the human multi-locus probes
pSPT19.6 and pSPTI8.15, respectively.
To confirm whether the isolated clones contain minisatellites, A DNAs
were extracted , and analysed by digestion with restriction enzymes, gel
electrophoresis and hybridization. The AcoMS were first analysed using the
enzyme XhoI. The restriction patterns showed that every clone contained at
least one fragment apart from the A arms (data not shown here). When
digested with EcoRI, most of~combinants exhibited Cl.~:=:t
~
fragments that were derived from the inserts. However, some clones
showed identical or similar restriction patterns, suggesting that they may
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The autoradiographs were obtained after 24 hour exposure.
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have been derived from the same locus (Fig.6.3). Hybridization revealed
that all the clones have at least one BeoRI fragment strongly or weakly
hybridizing to the appropriate human multi-locus probes (Fig.6.3).lhis
suggests that each clone contains at least one swan minisatellite similar in
sequence to the human minisatellites pSPT19.6 or pSPT18.1S.
For RFLP analysis, each MoMS was used as a probe to hybridize to
(HaeIII, EcoRI and PstI) restriction digests of a panel of six random Mute
Swans including the one used for constructing the genomic library. Most
A.coMSdetected many restriction fragments in the genome, rather than few
locus-specific fragments even at a high stringency (O.IX SSC), whereas a
few detected two to three monomorphic fragments (data not shown). It was
inferred that the inserts in these clones contain a long stretch of DNA
sequence, which might include non-minisatellite sequences that intervene in
the detection of polymorphisms. Therefore, it was decided to remove the
flanking sequence by subcloning specific restriction fragments derived from
the A.coMS.
Restriction analysis showed that some have almost identical lestriction
patterns. For example, A.coMS6.10 - 6.13, which were derived from the
same positive clone of the second-round screening, showed only one
different fragment in BeoRI restriction pattern (Fig.6.3). This difference
may have resulted from recombination during purification.
6.5 SUBCLONING OF SWAN MINISATELLITES
6.5.1 StratelY for Subcloninl
As mentioned above, the inserts contained in AcoMS are a mixtuJe of
DNA fragments, including minisatellite(s) and nankin. sequences. The
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flanking sequences may interfere in the detection of minisatellite variation.
Through subcloning of minisatellites to remove as much flanking sequence
as possible, it is possible to study individual minisatellites in detail. During
characterization of A.coMS,. EcoRI digestion revealed some small
minisatellite fragments contained in the IcoMS. The sizes of these
mini satellite fragments were less than 10Kb, falling into the capacity range
of plasmid vectors. Hence a plasmid vector pGEM-3zf( +) (Promega) was
used for subcloning.
The pGEM-3zf( +) is a multi-purpose plasmid vector (Fig.6.4), derived
from pUC plasmids. It has a polycloning site flanked by SP6 and T7 RNA
polymerase promoters, allowing easy cloning and in vitro ttanscription of
the cloned insert. The presence of the origin of replication of the
filamentous phage Cl in the vector allows production of single-stranded
plasmid DNA, suitable for sequencing, mutagenesis and other applicatiom
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When cloning, the EcoRI minisatellites of interest contained in the
AcoMS are first purified, then ligated to EcoRI digested and
dephosphorylated vector. Treatment of vector with calf intestinal alkaline
phosphatase (ClAP) prior to ligation removes 51 phosphate groups and thus
prevents recircularization of the vector during ligation.
The ligation mixture is used to transform E. coli strain NMS22 cells.
This strain carries the lac ~1 S and lac IQ on an F episome, allowing
identification of recombinants. When X-gal and IPTG (isopropyl-
thiogalactoside) are added to agar along with ampicillin, recombinant
colonies, the cells of which cannot synthesize Ii-galactosidase, are white,
distinguished from blue-coloured non-recombinant colonies (Vieu. and
Messing 1982).
6.5.2 Procedure for Subdoniol
I.PREPARA nON OF VECIOR DNA [The vector pGEM-3zf( +) DNA was
purchased from Promega.]
1. Digest l~g of the plasmid DNA to completion with EcoRI.
2. To dephosphorylate the linear plasmid DNA, add the fonowin,
componentsto the digestedv~ DNA:
s.~ OAPbuffer
0.8 unit ClAP (0.01unitIMoleof ends)
H20 to SOill
Incubate for 30 minutes at 37OC.
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3. Stop the reaction by adding l~ of O.SM EDT A and heat to 6SOC for 20
minutes.
4. Following purification of DNA by extracting with phenoJ/chloroform
and chloroform, precipitate the DNA with ethanol and resuspend the DNA
pellet in 2~ of TE (final concentration: 0.~WP1).
II. PREPARA nON OF INSERT DNA
The A.coMS are first digested to completion with EcoRI and the
fragments are separated by electrophoresis in 1% agarose gel. The
fragments of interest are recovered by using the liquid nitrogen method
(Koenen 1989) as follows.
1. Following electrophoresis, cut the band out of the gel on a
transilluminator that has been stained. Place the gel slice into a yellow pipette
tip plugged with cotton and submergeit fm 5 minutes in liquid nitrogen.
2. Puncture a O.S-ml Eppendorf tube at the bottom and stick the tip through
the hole and then put the tube into a 1.S-m! Eppendorf tube.
3. Centrifuge for S minutes at full speed. The extracted aqueous solution
containing the DNA is collected in the l.S-mI tube.
4. Add 1110 volume of 4M ua and extract once with one volume of
phenol.
S. To the aqueous solution add 3X volumes of absolute ethanol and leave
at -800c for 30 minutes.
6. Centrifuge for 10 minutes and wash the DNA peUetwith 7SCI, ethanol.
Resuspend in an appropriate quantity (IO-lS~) of SDW for use.
13S
ill.LIGATION
Because of the difficulty of estimating the concentration of insert
DNA, I simply used as much insert DNA ~ possible within the limit of
1'he.volume of ligation reaction (10iJl). The low yield of recombinants would
not affect the efficiency of . the identification of recombinants since only
one recombinant colony (White) is required.
Set up the IOJ.alligation reaction as follows:
4U insert DNA
IJ.1l(O.3~g) dephosphorylatcd vector DNA
2J.1l SX ligation buffer
IJ.1l(1 Weiss unit) T4 DNA ligase
Incubate overnight at 4oc.
IV. PREPARATION AND TRANSFORMATION OF COMPETENT CEI.I S
The following procedure is a modification of that described by
Kushner (1978).
I. Inoculate 20ml of L-broth with O.5ml of an overnight culture. Orow
cells at 370C for 1-2 hours until the 0.0.600 is between O.13..Q.l'.
2. Centrifuge the cells for S minutes at 5,OOOgin a 30m! Corex tube •
3. Remove the supernatant and resuspend the cells in 1m! of solution A
(10mM MOPS, pH7.0, 10mM rubidium cbloride). Then bring the volume up
to 10ml and pellet the cells as described above.
4. Remove the supernatant and resuspend the cells in 10ml of solution B
(10mM MOPS, pH6.S, 10mMrubidium chloride, SOmM eaOV.lncubate on
icc for 30 minutes, followed by centrifugadon.
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S. Remove the supernatant and drain the tube thoroughly. Gently
resuspend the cells in 1ml of solution B.
NB: at this stage, I()II, glycerol may be added to sol.udon for long-term
storage. The competent cells remain stable for 5-6 weeks when stored at -
7(lOC.
6. Add 3~ of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) to O.2ml of competent cells.
Then add the ligationmixture and incubate on ice for 30 minutes.
7. Heat shock the cells at 420C for 2 minutes. Oilll the cells on ice for 1-2
minutes.
8. Add 4ml of L-broth and incubate for 60 minutes at 37OC.This allows
the transformed bacterial cells to recover and to express the antibiotic
resistance encoded by the plasmid.
9. Centrifuge at S,OOOgfor S minutes. Gently resuspend the cells in2OOJ1l
ofL-broth.
10. Transfer the cells onto the centre of a 9O-nun LB plate containina
1~g!ml ampicillin, O.SmMIPTG and 4OJ1g!mlX-gal. Using a sterile bent
glass rod, gently spread the cells over the surface of the agar plate.
II. Leave the plate at room temperature until the liquid has been absorbed.
Then incubate inverted at 370Covernight.
V. SELECTION AND DNA EXTRACTION OF RECOMBINANT
PLAS-MIDS
As mentioned previously, a colour screening for recombinants is
available for pGEM-3zf( +). The bacterial colonies harboring recombinant
plasmids are white, while the remaining colonies are blue. Therefore, three
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independent white colonies were picked from each plate and then
overnight cultures were grown. Plasmid DNA was extracted from the
cultures and analysed by restriction and gel electrophoresis. Only one
selected colony (containing~recombinant plasmid with the right size) from
each subcloning was stored for subsequent use.
The following procedure for preparation of plasmid DNA from a
small-scale culture ("miniprep") is adapted from that described by Ish-
Horowicz and Burke (1981).
a
1. Grow}.freshovernight culture by inoculating a single colony into Sml of
LB containing O.Smgampicillin.
2. Spin down 1.Sml of the culture for 2 minutes in a microcentrifuge in a
1.Sml Eppendorf tube.
3. Remove supernatant and resuspend the cells in lOO1ll of miniprep
buffer. Incubate at room temperature for S minutes.
4. Add 2~ of freshly prepared solution of O.2M NaOfl, t,*,SOS and
incubate at room temperature for S minutes.
S. Add lSOJ.1l of precooled (4OC) SM potassium acetate. Mix gendy and
leave on ice for 5 minutes. SOS, protein and chromosomal DNA will
0.
precipitate asrhite mass.
6. Following centrifugation for 5 minutes, transfer the aqueous solution to
a fresh tube.
7. Extract the solution with phenol and chlorofonn and precipitate DNA
with ethanol as described before.Resuspend the ONApeUet in ~l of TB
buffer.
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When extracting DNA from a large-scale culture (e.g.SOOml), the
addition of solutions is just scaled up. However, chloramphenicol may be
added at a concentration of 17Op.g/ml to the culture that has grown to the
middle log phase prior to harvesting of the cells. This treatment will result
in the increase of copy number of plasmids without the increase of cells,
facilitating the purifICation of plasmid DNA.
6.5.3 Minisatellite-containiDI Plasmids
Restriction of AcoMS with BeoRI revealed some small minisatellite
fragments. By subcloning 9 AcoMS, we obtained nine independent
recombinant plasmids. These plasmids were simply named by replacing the
symbol A in AcoMS with p (plasmid) as pcoMS). For instance, pcoMS6.1
means a recombinant plasmid containing a specific minisatellite fragment
derived from AcoMS6.1. Two BeoRI fragments from the AcoMS6.11 were
subcloned, and the resulting two clones were names as pcoMS6.11 B and
pcoMS6.11S. The derivation and size of the inserts in pcoMS are listed in
Table 6.1.
The pcoMS were digested with BeoRI to release the inserts. The
digests were probed with pSPT19.6 and pSPTI8.1S. The insert in
pcoMS6.11 Band pcoMS6.11 S hybridized very weakly to pSPTI9.6,
suggesting that they had little homology in sequence with pSPT19.6
(Fig.6.5). The remaining pcoMS all hybridized strongly to the
corresponding human multi-locus probes.
6.6 VARIATION OF SWAN MINISATELLITES
All the pcoMS were first used to probe random birds of the Mute
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Table 6.1 Swan minisatellites cloned in plasmid pGEM-3zf(+)
Recombinant Size Hybridization to Origin
plasmids Kb
pcoMS6.1 6.9 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.1
pcoMS6.2 3.9 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.2
pcoMS6.3 3.9 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.3
pcoMS6.6 4.6 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.6
pcoMS6.11B 5.0 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.11
pcoMS6.11S 2.8 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.11
pcoMS6.14 3.1 pSPT19.6 AcoMS6.14
pcoMSlS.2 3.4 pSPT18.1S AcoMSlS.2
pcoMSlS.3 7.2 pSPT18.15 AcoMSlS.3
pcoMSlS.5 S.I pSPTI8.1S AcoMSIS.S
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Swans. A set of restriction enzymes were used, such as EcoRI, Haem, Hpall
and PstI. Apart from pcoMS15.2 and pcoMS15.3, the other minisatellites
show invariable hybridization profiles on EcoRI digests. It was noted that
PstI was the best enzyme for the detection of RFLPs. In addition, each swan
minisatellite was used to hybridize to PstI digests from a panel of birds of
various swan species (i.e. C. olor, C. bewickii, C. buccinator and c.
cygnus), to identify species-specific minisatellite probes.
During hybridization analysis, I suffered from some technical
impediments in the identification of locus-specific variation. All the swan
mini satellites failed to detect a specific locus in the genome in the absence of
competitor DNA. Although adding competitor DNA (i.e. sonicated Herring
sperm DNA) to the hybridization solution significantly reduced the
background, it also resulted in a decrease of the hybridization signal.
use of
Particularly, ~alnion sperm DNA as competitor led to a heavy loss of the
hybridization signal. Another problem was the instability of hybri<hDespite C\,
low stringentypost-hybridization wash (i.e. Ix SSe), all of radioactive
probes were almost washed off when the wash las. more than half an hour.
There so far is no explanation of these phenomena, and the difficulties need
to be overcome. Therefore, the results presented here are preliminary.
I. pcoMS6.1. It detects two monomorphic bands in the genomes of
the Mute, Bewick's and Whooper Swans (Fig.6.6A). These two bands may
a.n
each represent a homologous locus. However, it detects ~RFLP in PstI
digests of the Trumpeters. Almost every Trumpeter has a common Pstl
fragment, suggesting that it may represent a homologous locus. Apart from
that fragment, each Trumpeter has one or two fragments that could be
derived from another locus. A total of five alleles hMbeen detected at the
second (polymorphic) locus among 21 individuals (Fig.6.6A-C). Restriction
with other enzymes such as EcoRI, Haelll and HinO gonerated invariable
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patterns in the same samples (Fig.6.6B), suggesting that the polymorphism
at this locus result from loss/gain of PstI sites rather than from variation in
the number of repeats. The lack of pedigrees from the Trumpeter Swan
disallowed further study of the inheritance of this RFLP.
2. pcoMS6.2 and pcoMS6.3. They detect the same pattern of
restriction fragments, suggesting that they are essentially the same sequence.
Under low stringency (IX SSe) in the absence of competitor DNA, they
hybridize to many PstI fragments in all of species (Fig.6.7), the majority of
which are invariable. But specific variation is identifiable in the fmgerprint-
like hybridization patterns.
3. pcoMS6.6. It detects a number of variable PstI fragments in all
four species of swans under . low stringency (Fig.6.S). In the presence of
competitor DNA, however, invariable but species-specific LSP patterns
were obtained under high stringency (appearing as dark bands in Fig.6.S) .
This swan minisatellite can be of use only as a multi-locus probe.
4. pcoMS6.11B and pcoMS6.11S. Although they are derived
from the same A recombinant, they essentially hybridize to different loci.
Under high stringency, pcoMS6.11B detects two monomorphic PstI
fragments (3.6Kb and 1.9Kb in size, respectively) in all species, while
pcoMS6.11 S detects one monomorphic PstI fragment with a length of
approximately 4.0Kb (Fig.6.9). It seems that these two loci are very
conservative among species of swans. However, pcoMS6.11S is able to
hybridize in 1X sse to a set of variable fragments in Psd digests of Mute
Swans.
5. pcoMS6.14. This minisatellite hybridizes very sb'ongly to the
human minisatellite pSPT19.6. but shows substantial intra-specific
conservation (Fig.6.10). It detects two Psll fragments in each individual.
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The bigger fragment has an autoradiographic intensity threefold stronger
than the small one, suggesting that each fragment represents a separate
homologous locus. Interestingly, pcoMS6.14 is conservative among the
northern swans - Bewick's, Trumpeter and Whooper Swans, consistent
with their taxonomic relationships.
6. pcoMS15.1. It hybridizes to many restriction (Pstl or HpalI)
fragments even under high sttingency conditions (Ix SSC, 650C). The
hybridization patterns are highly variable among individuals (Fig.6.11),
similar to those generated with human polycore probes. Further
characterization shows that the hypervariable fragments are inherited in ~
Mendelian fashion. It can be used as a DNA fingerprinting probe.
7. pcoMS15.3. It detects three monomorphic fragments as well as
many hypervariable fragments in Pstl digests of birds from various species
of swans (Fig.6.12). This is another DNA fmgerprinting probe.
8.pcoMS15.S. This minisatellite invariably detects two PstI
fragments among individual swans from all species under study (data not
shown), beJng -thttS of uttle.. l)sefut voJMe.
6.7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A genomic library based on a single bird of the Mute Swan was
constructed using the A vector LambdaTM.ll. By screening with the human
polycore probes pSPT19.6 and pSPT18.15, 28 minisatellite-tontaining A
recombinants were isolated. However, these A clones do not act as locus-
Like
specific probes ,..,thosein humans (Wong et al. 1986. 1987). ne same
problem also: o..ppued. during cloning of minisateUites iothe genomes of
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sparrowhawk, falcoD\pcregrine and merlin (R.E. Carter, A. Meng and
Hutchinson, unpublished data). The reason for this may be the interference
of flanking sequences of mini satellites ~~nadequacy of cloning and
detection techniques.
The minisatellites in the A clones were refined by subcloning BeoR!
minisatellite fragments int~lasmid pGEM-3zf( +). The minisatellites in
plasmidscan readily propagate in large quantitig;and be easily analysed.
Under high stringency hybridization conditions, in the presence of
competitor DNA (Hening sperm DNA), most of the subclones did identify
a single locus, but the probe loci are monomorphic. However, six probes,
Le, pcoMS6.2, pcoMS6.6, pcoMS6.11B, pcoMS6.11S, pcoMSlS.2 and
pcoMSlS.3, detect other minisatellites related to the probe sequence under '
low stringency. pcoMSIS.2 and pcoMSlS.3 are able to hybridize to a
number of highly variable fragments to produce fingerprint-like
hybridization profiles. Some swan minisatellite probes (e.g. pcoMS6.1,
pcoMS6.2 and pcoMS6.14) detect minisatellite variation among species,
supporting the view that minisatellites are subject to differentiation among
populations or species (see Chapter 4). Unfortunately, only one
minisatellite, pcoMS6.1, detectslocus-specific variation in Psd digests of the
Trumpeter Swans.
This study was largely unsuccessful in isolatinalocus-specific swan
mini satellites that are polymorphic. Although several groups of workers
have also been engaging in the same adventure in other avian species,
encouraging results have been rarely reported. Hanotte ,t al. (1990) isolated
some locus-specific minisatelliaes in the genome of peafowl Pavo ChristatlU,
none of which has more than five alleles in • population of 23 supposedly
unrelated Indian peafowls. The heterozygosity at the peafowl mini satellite
loci range from 22'11 to 78'11, also less than that at the human minisatellite
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loci (Wong et al. 1987). It is probable that cloning of individual
hypervariable minisatellites in avian species is more difficult, even
1Mpo.sc;Jhie .
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Fig. 6.7 Restriction pat~rns detected by pcoMS6.2. Hybridization
performed under a stringencYfX sse without competitor DNA. (see legend in
Fig.6.6)
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Fig.6.S Restriction patterns detected by pcoMS6.6.Hybridization
performed under a string_enCyrlX sse without competitor DNA. (see legend in
Fig.6.6)
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Fig.6.9 Restriction patterns detected by pc0rtS6.11B and
pcoMS6.11S. Hybridization performed un~r a stringency~ O.IX sse with
competitor DNA (top) or under astringency ;_lXSSC without competitor DNA
(bottom). (see legend in Fig.6.6)
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Fig. 6.10 Restriction patterns detected by pcoMS6.14. Hybridization
performed under a stringency of O.IX sse with competitor DNA. (see legend in
Fig.6.6)
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Fig. 6.12 Restriction patterns detected by pcoMS15.3. Hybridization
performed under a stringency of IX sse without competitor DNA. (see legend in
Fig.6.6)
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CHAPTER 7
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
7.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
~e
Through this study,f>NA fingerprinting technique on swans has been
established based on the human polycore probes. This study concerned three
aspects: characterization of DNA fingerprints of swans, application of DNA
fingerprinting to studies on population and behavioral biology of swans, and
the isolation of swan minisatellites. Some of thcfnam conclusions ~
as follows:
i), The human minisatellite probes pSPT19.6 (i.e. 33.6) and pSPT18.1S (i.e.
33.15) are able to detect a large number of highly variable minisatellite fragments in
the genome of swans and to generate individual-specific DNA fingerprints.(see
Chapter3)
ii). Most of the resolved swan minisatellite loci are in the heterozygous status,
and the alleles are codominantJy inherited as simple Mendelian characters. However,
linked bands account for a considerable proportion in HaeIU- DNA fmgerprints,
suggesting that internal Haeltl recognition sites are relatively common in the swan
minisatellites. (see Chapter 3)
iii). DNA fmgerprint bands have substantial genn-Iine stability and the mutation
rate is species-dependent. The mutation frequency to novel bands in the Whooper
Swan is almost twice as high as in the Mute Swan. (see Clapter 3)
iv). A given species of swans has DNA fmgerprintinl pattems with a cenain
degree of uniformity, suggesting that DNA fingerprints are subject to specific
differentiation. Interpopulation comparison of DNA fmgerprints in the Mute Swan
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showed that minisatellites might be undergoing population differentiation because of
geographic isolation and genetic drift. (see Chapter 4)
v). Parentage analysis using DNA fingerprinting revealed that extra-pair
fertilization, intraspecific nest parasitism. or alloparental behaviour occur in swans.
Such events are rare in migratory species such as the Whooper Swan as compared
with the non-migratory Mute Swan. suggesting that the migratory swans are unable
to afford the cost of these events because they need a strong pair-bond and contribute
more energy to raising the young. (see Chapter S)
vi). It is difficult to clone individual hypervariable mini satellites in swans,
although most of the isolated swan minisatellites can cross-hybridize to other
polymorphic minisatellites in the genome of swans under low strlngenf}COnditions.
Only one of nine cloned minisatellites from the Mute Swan detected locus-specific
PstI polymorphism. (see Chapter 6).
7.2 LIMITATION OF DNA FINGERPRINTING
Since DNA fingerprinting is still in -the developnettt. stage, some
limitations restrict its applications and even confound the genetic analysis.
We here discuss some major constraints.
i). Control markers. The central part of DNA fingerprinting analysis is the
scoring of DNA fingerprints, which mainly deals with band matching. When
comparing two adjacent gel tracks, the task is easy and interpretation is relatively
precise. However, it is far more difficult to compan: two distant gel tta<:b in the same
blot. and even impossible to compare samples in separate blots. The use of adequate
size markers. e.g, a standard DNA fingerprint consisting of well-resolved bands, can
improve the scoring on the basis of single blots. but not the scorinl between blots
ISS
since the high density of banding disallows the discrimination of bands with slight
changes in mobility or in intensity due to inconsistent electrophoretic or hybridization
e,
conditions. It is expected that ..: progress in the development ofkcontrol marker
system would stimulate ri&OIOUSstudies o~mparative biology of animals using -Ih.e.
DNA fingerprinting technique.
ii). Heterogeneity of band intensity and banding distance. DNA fingerprints
usually consist of a set of bands whose autoradiographic intensities are variable. For
instance, the intensity of some bands may be tenfold that of others. The distance
between two bands ranges from invisible (S Imm) to a few centimetres. In areas of
high density, strong (very dark) bands may blur neighboring faint ones. Hence. DNA
fingerprints consisting of bands of high density would lead to the increase of
probability of chance comigration. This problem may be circumvented by reducing
the number of bands and exposing the X-ray film without intensifying screens.
iii). Contradiction between the number of informative bands and resolution of
~
gels. The mobility of restriction fragments in~gel matrix depends on their length as
well as gel concentration and electrophoretic conditions (e.g. voltage gradient and
temperature). Gel concentration has a dramatic impact on the resolution. A given acl
concentration can only maximize the resolution of bands of a certain size class. For
~l'1!
example, in this study 0.8% agarose gels~n for 3 days for DNA f"mgerprinting, and
the resolution in the size range IS-30Kb was poor. Prolonged electrophoresis can
improve the resolution in that size range, but many polymorphic fragments of less
than 6Kb could run off the gel and the number of informative bands couJd reduce to
IS or so for the Mute Swans. and to about 10 for the other ~ species. Otherwise,
using gels of lower concentration (e.g. 0.6,*,) could sharply reduce the resolution of
smaller bands while large bands are weD separated. 1herefo~ compromise has to
be adopted according to the purpose of study.
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iv). Divergence of repeat sequence. Repeat elements constituting minisatellites
are not identical (Jeffreys et al. 1990), so the distribution of restriction sites is uneven
-the
among the repeats. As a result, ~imilarity coefficient between two random individuals
may change ~tegOry of unrelatedness to the category of relatedness depending
on the. . enzyme. Consequently, DNA fingerprinting at present has substantial
shortcomingsjorstudying population differentiation, and in establishing relatedness
among individuals within a population, because the proportion of shared bands
not necessarily represent the proportion of shared genes.
..\he_
v). Statistical problems. The limitations ofeN A fingerprinting technique stated
above raise several statistical problems concerning the estimation of relatedness.
Under various statistical models (Jeffreys et al. 1986, Lynch 1988, Brookfield 1989,
Honma and Isbiyama 1989), some assumptions are questionable (Cohen 1990). For
example, they all ignore the comigration of unrelated bands (alleles), the presence of
allelism and linkage, and heterogeneity of allelic frequencies over the loci detected. It
is believed that such statistical problems .wi.tL 'remain, -o.nd $0 .; several locus-
specific minisatellite probes will have to be used in combination to avoid inadequate
assumptions.
7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
As a continuation of this study, funher studies are suggested as
follows:
i). Collect blood samples from all eight species of swans to study the evoIutioa
of swans with respect to the minisatellites in the genome. To ease the analyses of
DNA fingerprints. a higher hybridization strinaency (e. I. O.3X SSC) can be used to
obtain well-resolved banding patterns (consisting of 5 bands or so).
IS7
ii). Study different populations of swans such as Bewick's and Whooper
a.
Swans. This might lead t0j.better understanding of population differentiation, .
Q.l1d -to what degree geographic isolation and migration have an impact
iii). Detailed study of mating behaviour using DNA fingerprinting technique is
a interesting area. However, this requires a large number of blood samples plus
recorded pedigree data.
iv). Sequence some of swan mini satellites that have been cloned in plasmids.
This will reveal the organization and structure of swan minisatellites, and some
regions of cloned minisatellites might perform as hypervariable LSPs.
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APPENDIX
PREPARATION OF REAGENTS AND SOLUTIONS
A: Reagents and solutions for DNA ftngerprintin& .
Alkali transfer buffer: O.25M NaOH
l.sM NaCl in H2O.
lOX Blotto: For lOOmldissolve
109 nonfat dried milk
0.2g sodium azide inH2O.
Add 10J.LIDEPC (diethyl pyrocarbonate) and stir
overnight at room temperature to evaporate, or
evaporate at 420C for 4 hours.
lOX BPB: 20% PicoU
0.2M EDTA
0.25% Bromophenol blue
0.25% Xylene cyanol FF in H2O.
Store at room temperature.
Chlorofonn: Chlorofonn used for DNA extraction is always the
mixture of chloroform and isoamyl alcohol (23:1,
VN). The mixture is stable and can be stored at room
temperature.
Denaturing solution: 1.5M Tris
O.SM NaOH in 1120.
SOXDenhardt's solution: 1% PicoU
1% PolyvinylpYJTOlidone
1Cl> BSA (pentax Fracdon V)
inH20.
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DNase solution: Img/ml DNase in H2O. Store at -2OOC.
O.SM EDTA (PH S.O): Add IS6.1 g of EOTA to 8OOm1 of H2O. Stir
vigorously on a magnetic stirrer and adjust
the pH to S.Owith NaOH (about 20g of NaOH
pellets).
Ethidium bromide (lOmg/ml): Dissolve Ig of EtBr in IOOmlOf H2O
by stirring on a magnetic stirrer for
several hours. W~p the container in
aluminium foil and store at 4OC.
Fluorometer dye solution:lmg/ml Hoechst 3325S in H2O. Store in
foil-wrapped tube at 40C. Working
concentration is O.1J1g/ml.
Los Almos buffer: 0.5% SOS
lOOmM Tris
l00mM EOTA pHS.O
IOOmM NaCI
inH2O.
Neutralizing solution: 1M Tris
l.SM NaCi in H2O.
(Labelling) stop dye buffer: O.9tJ, Blue dextran
0.03% Bromocresol purple
20mM EDTA
in TB buffer.
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Phenol: Equilibrate cystaline phenol with 1M Tris (pH 8.0) (10:3,
VN), and add 0.1% 8-hydroxyquinoline (WN). Melt in a
6SOC waterbath. The yellow-coloured phenol retains in the
lower phase. The pH of the aqueous phase should be over
7.6. The phenol solution can be stored at room temperature
up to to days.
Phenol/chloroform: A mixture of phenol, chloroform and isoamyl
alcohol (24:23:1, VNN).
Proteinase K: lOmg/ml stock solution in H2O. Working
concentration is O.30mg/ml. Store at -2OOC.
RNase solution: dissolve pancreatic RNase at a concentration of
10mg/ml in tOmM Tris (pH 7.S) and lSmM NaCI.
Heat to lOOOC for IS minutes and allow to cool
slowly to room temperature. Store at -lOOC.
25% SOS: Dissolve SDS in H2O in a SSOC waterbath. Adjust pH to
7.2 by adding a few drops of concentrated HCl. Store in a
370C oven.
lOX SET: 3M NaCl
1M Tris
20mM EDTA in H20.
Adjust pH to 8.0 with HCl.
3M Sodium acetate: Dissolve sodium acetate inH2O. Adjust pR to
S.2 with glacial acetic acid.Store at 4OC.
20X sse: 3M NaCl
O.3M sodium citrate in H2O.
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Adjust pH to 7.0 with NaOH.
1X TE buffer: 10mM Tris
ImM EDTA (PH 8.0) inH20.
lOX TEN (Le.TNE): 100mM Tris
10mM EDTA
1M NaCl in H2O.
Adjust pH to 7.4 with HCl. Store at 4OC.
1M Tris: Dissolve 121.1g Tris base in 8OOm1 of H2O. Adjust pH to
the desired value with concentrated HCI. Make up the
volume to one litre.
SOX Tris-acetate (TAB): 2M Tris
50mM EDTA (PH 8.0) in H2O.
Adjust pH to 8.0 by adding glacial acetic
acid (-57.1ml per litre).
IX Tris-borate (TBE): 0.089mM Tris-borate
0.089mM Boric acid
0.200mM EDTA in H2O.
Adjust pH to 7.8-7.8 with HCl.
B. Reagents and solutions for molecular donlnl
Ampicillin stock (4mg/ml): Dissolve 400mg ampicillin in lOOml
H20.Store at 4OC.Working concentration
ranges from SO-I~g/ml.
Chloramphenicol stock:Add 3.4g chloramphenicol to l00m1 of lQOl,
ethanol.Store at -2()oC.Working concentradoD
is 170Jtglml.
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IPTG stock (O.IM): Dissolve 1.2g IP1'G in H2O. Store at 4OC.
concentration is 0.5mM.
LB (Luria Bertani) medium: per litre
109 Bacto-tryptone
5g Yeast extract
0.5g NaCI in H2O.
Adjust to pH7.5 with NaOH and supplemented with
10mM MgS04 for the growth of A and its derivatives.
LB agar: As LB medium with addition of 15g of Bacto-agar and
10mM MgS04 per litre.
LB bottom agarose: As LB medium with addition of 4.5g NaO,lOg
agarose andlOmM MgS04 per litre.
LB top agarose: As LB medium with addition of 4.5g NaCl, 6g
agarose andlOmM MgS04 per litre.
Miniprep buffer: 50mM
25mM
10mM
glucose
Tris (PH 8.0)
EDTA in H2O.
PEG/NaCI: 20% PEG 6000
2.5M NaCI in phage buffer.
Autoclave and store at 4OC.
Phage buffer: 20mM
lOOmM
10mM
Tris.HO, pH 7.4
NaCI
MgS04 in H2O.
Autoclave and store at 4'&c.
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5M KoAc: 60ml 5M potassium acetate
II.Sml glacial acetic acid
H2O to lOOml
The mixture is 3M with respect to potassium and SM
with respect to acetate. Store at 4OC.
Phage buffer: SOmM
lOOmM
8mM
0.01%
Tris.HeI, pH 7.5
NaeI
MgS04
gelatine in H2O.
Autoclave and store at 4OC.
X-Gal stock (sOmglml): Dissolve in N,N'dimethylfonnarnide.
Store at -200C. Working concentration is
4OJLglml.
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